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ABSTRACT
The work presented in this thesis is part of a larger project designed to monitor and
diagnose Alzheimer's disease non-invasively in vivo using spatially resolved near-
infrared (NIR) spectroscopy. Alzheimer's disease is one of the most common forms
of senile dementia occurring in the elderly population, and at present has no cure.
The first step in developing a monitoring instrument involves differentiating the
optical properties of tissue. In this body of work, a protocol and algorithm for
deriving the scattering and absorption coefficients for a spatially resolved reflectance
apparatus was developed, characterized, and tested. In models with tissue-like
properties, this protocol and algorithm works to derive the appropriate scattering and
absorption information, which is the first step in developing a spatially resolved NIR
detection device.
Thesis Supervisor: Michael S. Feld
Title: Director, MIT Spectroscopy Laboratory
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CHAPTER 1: Motivating Project: Alzheimer's Disease Detection
CHAPTER 1
Motivating Project: Alzheimer's Disease
Detection
The work presented in this thesis is part of a larger project designed to
monitor and diagnose Alzheimer's disease non-invasively in vivo using spatially
resolved near infra-red (NIR) reflectance spectroscopy. In this chapter, the
measurable changes that occur in the Alzheimer's brain are described. Current
diagnosis methods are briefly reviewed. Then, the proposed method and instrument
to diagnose Alzheimer's disease (AD) in vivo with NIR light is detailed. Lastly, the
role this thesis plays in the overall project is described.
1.1 Measurable Changes that Occur in Alzheimer's Disease
First characterized by Alois Alzheimer in 1907, Alzheimer's disease is a
terminal form of senile dementia characterized by progressive neuronal degeneration.
In the early and middle stages symptoms can include memory problems, especially in
forming short-term memories, and disorganized brain function. Language skills
decline and paranoia and delusions are common. As the disease progresses, motor
functions degrade significantly [1].
Three types of measurable changes occur in the Alzheimer's brain: chemical
changes, which cause the neuronal deterioration, structural changes, which occur as a
9
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result of the pathological changes, and lastly, functional changes, which are a result of
both the pathological and structural changes.
1.1.1 Chemical Changes
Two particular inclusions in the human brain are typical of Alzheimer's
disease: beta-amyloid plaques (PA), and neurofibrillary tangles (NFT).
Beta amyloid plaques are extracellular deposits of f-amyloid protein. This
protein is a normal component of the human brain, but is usually cleared away from
the extracellular space. In AD, the clearing process works incorrectly, and P-amyloid
protein accumulates. Extracellular accumulations of PA are known as diffuse
plaques. When these plaques surround and choke neurites, they are known as neuritic
Frontal Lobe Parietal Lobe plaques, and usually are found
along with microglia -
Occipital inflammatory cells. [1, 2] Neurites
Lobe
are thin projections of neurons, the
conducting cells of the nervous
Temporal Lobe system. Although PA plaques are
. Cerebellum found in all regions of the elderlyBrainstem
Figure 1.1 - Illustration of a human brain with the brain, in Alzheimer's disease
temporal lobe highlighted. The hippocampus is neuritic plaques are particularly
located in the interior of the brain near the temporal
lobe and brainstem. The temporal lobe is primarily prominent in the hippocampus and
responsible for speech, higher order processing of
visual information, and significantly, complex temporal lobe of the brain, as shown
aspects of learning and memory [4]. in Figure 1.1.
Neurofibrillary tangles are made of abnormally accumulated tau protein. Like
P-amyloid protein, tau is a normal component of the human brain. It is used to help
form microtubules within cells. Microtubules are essential, as they provide structural
support for the cell and facilitate movement of nutrients and information. In AD,
excess tau protein accumulates inside neurons, and eventually deforms the
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microtubules, which proves fatal for the affected neurons. NFTs occur in the
hippocampus and isocortex, particularly the temporal lobe. [2, 3]
In addition to accumulating in the brain, elevated levels of certain proteins are
also found in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Hampel and Blomberg, among others,
have found some correlation between the levels of tau protein in the CSF and AD [4,
5]. Selley found correlation between homocysteine CSF concentrations and
Alzheimer's disease. [6]
1.1.2 Structural Changes
As $A plaques and NFTs kill neurons, the brain and hippocampus shrink.
Hippocampal atrophy is the most obvious feature; however, the frontal and temporal
lobes shrink also. The amount of NFTs seems to correlate to hippocampal atrophy,
and the amount of PA plaques to cortical atrophy. Although a normal elderly brain
can lose about 2% of its weight per decade, Alzheimer's brains lose much more and
in more specific places, notably the hippocampus, amygdala and entorhinal cortex
(located near the hippocampus). [7]
1.1.3 Functional Changes
As the Alzheimer's brain becomes cluttered with PA plaques and NFTs and
atrophies, functional changes in glucose metabolism and oxygen utilization become
apparent. Glucose metabolism is significantly slower in Alzheimer's patients versus
normal age-matched controls, notably in the temporal, parietal, frontal association,
occipital and posterior cingulated cortices. Furthermore, as Alzheimer's disease
progresses, glucose metabolism declines further. [8]
Oxygen utilization also changes. When performing mental tasks that cause an
increased blood flow in normal patients, the Alzheimer's patient will experience a
much reduced increase in blood flow. This has been observed mainly in the parietal
and frontal lobes. The change may be due to the effect of PA plaques on vascular
11
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tone or a less damaged region compensating for the function of the studied regions.
[9]
The chemical, structural, and functional changes described above can be used
to diagnose and monitor Alzheimer's disease in a variety of ways.
1.2 Current Diagnosis Methods
Traditionally, diagnosis of probable Alzheimer's disease is based on the set of
clinical symptoms described in Section 1.1 and medical examination to exclude all
other medical possibilities. If AD is suspected, a cognitive ability examination called
the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) is commonly used. Although different
institutions use varied forms of the MMSE, most include an assessment of the
subject's memory, orientation in space in time, language, attention, and calculation.
The score is an indicator of the severity of the patient's mental condition. Low scores
lead to tests for ailments that are commonly confused for Alzheimer's Disease,
including brain tumors, cerebral vascular disease, and normal pressure hydrocephalus
[7]. If these conditions are ruled out, doctors will provide a diagnosis of probable
AD.
Conventionally, a definite diagnosis of AD can only be made at autopsy by a
pathologist finding plaques and tangles in the appropriate brain regions. However,
recently, the chemical, structural, and functional changes of the Alzheimer's brain
described in Sections 1.1.1-1.1.3 have begun to be used to detect and monitor
Alzheimer's disease in vivo. Current methods of diagnosis generally focus on one of
the three categories.
1.2.1 Detection of Chemical Changes
The PA plaques and NFTs can be both detected and localized in a patient by
Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Shoghi-Jadid used the radionucleotide 2-(1-
12
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{6-[2-[ '8F]fluoroethyl)(methyl)amino]-2-naphthyl} ethylidene)malononitrile
([1 8F]FDDNP) [10]. This radionucleotide rapidly crosses the blood brain barrier and
binds to the PA plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in vivo. As the radionucleotide
decays by positron emission, the positrons interact with tissue and produce detectable
gamma rays at a 1800 angle from eachother. PET detection is able to discern where
the gamma rays originate, and reconstructs an image of where the nucleotide has
localized; in this case, the PA plaques and NFTs. The diagnosis from these images
correlates well to the diagnosis from functional imaging techniques and to scores
from cognitive tests that indicate Alzheimer's symptoms.
If an imaging technique is not available, the CSF can be screened for elevated
levels of tau protein or homocysteine concentrations, among other chemicals,
although it can not be certain that the changes are due to Alzheimer's disease. [4-6]
1.2.2 Detection of Structural Changes
Two imaging techniques, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed
Tomography (CT), can image atrophy in the areas of the brain usually affected by
Alzheimer's disease, specifically the hippocampus, amygdala and entorhinal cortex.
MRI is based on the observation of nuclear spin reorientation in an applied
magnetic field. By detecting relaxation rate, spin-spin coupling, and chemical shift
due to variously oriented applied magnetic fields, an image of the spatial distribution
of the structures in the brain can be constructed [11]. This technique can also predict
well who will develop Alzheimer's disease by recording the beginnings of atrophy
before symptoms become apparent. Advantages of MRI include excellent spatial
resolution, lack of ionizing radiation, and relatively easy access. A disadvantage is
that the electromagnet necessary for the procedure will disturb the function and
position of implanted metal and electrical structures, such as pacemakers, so MRI is
not appropriate for all patients [7].
Computed Tomography (CT) can also be used for structural imaging. In CT,
information about x-ray attenuation through a large number of planes in the patient's
13
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body is gathered and used to reconstruct a 3-D x-ray image. [12] In certain
circumstances, this technique gives poor tissue contrast, and it is sometimes
somewhat difficult to assess cortical atrophy. However, this technique is low cost,
generally more available than MRI, and more comfortable for the patient. It can also
be used on patients with implanted metal structures who would be harmed by MRI.
Structural imaging, whether MRI or CT, is generally considered the best method to
add confirmation to a probable diagnosis of AD [7].
1.2.3 Detection of Functional Changes
Although slow glucose metabolism and decreased blood flow are
characteristic of AD, they are also characteristic of many other conditions [8].
Nevertheless, functional imaging techniques are still useful in monitoring and
studying the course of the disease.
Functional imaging techniques generally are invasive in that they require the
injection of a specific chemical. In Positron Emission Tomography (PET), a
radionucleotide such as H2 150 to measure cerebral blood flow or fluoro-2-
deoxyglucose (FDG) to measure glucose metabolism is used. The mechanism for
PET detection has been described in Section 1.2.1.
The radionucleotides used for Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography (SPECT) differ from those used for PET in that they emit one photon
instead of one positron. These photons do not need to interact with tissue to be
detected and instead are collected as they exit the body. SPECT produces functional
images as PET does, albeit with poorer resolution. However, SPECT imaging costs
significantly less than PET. [7].
Most of these techniques have sensitivities and specificities of approximately
90% for detecting Alzheimer's disease.[7, 13, 14] Each technique mentioned gives
only chemical, structural, or functional information.
14
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1.3 Proposed NIR Instrumentation and Detection Method
In this section, a new method is proposed by which the chemical changes that
occur with Alzheimer's disease can be detected. There are two advantages of this
technique. First, unlike the chemical imaging with PET or SPECT, this technique
would have the potential to discern all of the known and unknown chemical
components of the Alzheimer's pathology and not just a specific targeted molecule.
This is useful to both learn about the evolution of the chemistry of Alzheimer's
disease and to be able to chemically monitor the efficacy of possible treatments.
Second, the procedure would be quick and would not require the injection of any
foreign substances into the patient. Lastly, it would have the ability to do spatial
imaging as the other techniques do.
This new method relies on
and fluorescence spectroscopy.
The characteristics of light,
when passing through a
medium, change, and by
comparing the light emerging
from the medium to the light
entering it, information about
the optical properties and
contents of the medium can be
derived. The proposed apparatus
and procedure will be described.
Then, a more detailed
description of the light path and
potential data that can be
gathered will be discussed.
Lastly, a description of the two
types of spectroscopy that will
be used, fluorescence and
the principles of near infra-red (NIR) reflectance
A
Figure 1.2 - Cartoon of the NIR spatially resolved
spectroscopy instrument as it might be used on a patient.
The instrument consists of a light input fiber and several
light collection fibers arranged at fixed distances from
the input fiber and from each other. The instrument
would be used on the patient's temple region, since the
skull is relatively thin and since many of the chemical
changes in Alzheimer's disease occur in the underlying
temporal brain region.
15
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reflectance, will be given.
1.3.1 Proposed Apparatus
A general description of the proposed apparatus and procedure is as follows:
A probe with one light delivery fiber and a number of light collection fibers a fixed
distance away from each other and from the delivery fiber is placed on the temple
region of a patient's head. See Figure 1.2 for a diagram of what this might look like.
The temple region is used since the skull there is relatively thin to allow passage of
light and since many of the chemical changes in Alzheimer's disease occur in the
underlying temporal brain region. The appropriate wavelength or wavelength range
of light is delivered to the patient's head, and the light that escapes at the points
where the collection fibers are located is sent to a CCD and the spectrum is stored.
The probe might be placed in several different locations on the patient's temple. The
separation of the collection fibers will
P4 allow information about various depths to
be obtained, and will be discussed in
P1
more detail in Section 1.3.2 and Chapter
4,it 3.
1.3.2 Details of Light
Derived Information
Figure 1.3 - Detail of the instrument and the
patient's head. Light enters the patient's head
normal to the surface. It spreads out inside the
tissue. Light that is collected at each of the
collection fibers has a probable path as shown
by the dashed lines. The light collected at a
far source-detector distance (p4) has traveled
through a greater depth than the light collected
at a short source-detector distance (pi). The
various layers that the light might travel
through are also shown.
Path and
Figure 1.3 shows in detail the
proposed probe and the path of the light
through the subject's temple. The light
enters the tissue normal to the surface. It
then spreads out within the tissue. The
light that exits the tissue at a number of
points on the surface is gathered by
collection fibers. As the collection
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distance p gets larger, the bulk of the photons come from a deeper depth -
specifically, the mean depth increases as the square root of the collection distance.
[15] The most probable paths for photons are shown by the dashed lines.
This separated source-detector geometry will be generally referred to as a
spatially resolved geometry. The major advantage to using this geometry is that it
can be used, as shown in Figure 1.3, to obtain information from various depths of a
semi-infinite medium. A semi-infinite medium, optically, is one that has only one
interface with the outside. Since, as shown in Figure 1.2, it is unlikely that the light
entering the subject's head will be able to exit the opposite side of his head or reflect
back from the opposite side and reach the collection fibers, the medium is considered
semi-infinite. The information gathered can also be used to resolve the optical
properties of the tissues, as will be discussed in Chapter 3.
1.3.3 Three Types of Spectroscopy: Reflectance, Fluorescence, and Raman
Two types of experiments
fluorescence. Raman
spectroscopy is also possible but
not practical, as will be discussed
later. In reflectance, a broad
spectrum of light is delivered to
the tissue. Each wavelength is
scattered and absorbed by the
tissue slightly differently. This
will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3. By comparing the
shape of the spectrum exiting the
tissue to the shape of the spectrum
entering the tissue, optical
properties of the tissue can be
derived. For reflectance
can be done with this geometry: reflectance and
1
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Figure 1.4 - Illustration of the absorption of
hemoglobin and water over the wavelength range
300 nm - 1000 nm. Note the region of low
absorbance between 600 nm and 900 nm. This near
infra-red area allows information to be successfully
transmitted through tissue. The peaks below 600 nm
come from hemoglobin, and the peak above 900 nm
is characteristic of water.
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experiments in tissue, near infra-red (NIR) light is used. The two major absorbers in
human tissue in this portion of the spectrum are hemoglobin and water. NIR light of
wavelengths between 600 nm and 900 nm can penetrate deeply into the body
including the skull without being significantly absorbed by either hemoglobin or
water, as shown in Figure 1.4. Light in other wavelength regions is attenuated too
much by absorption to be able to emerge from the tissue at the various distances used
in spatially resolved spectroscopy.
Fluorescence is due to an absorption and emission process. A specific
wavelength of light is delivered to the tissue. Certain molecules absorb this energy
and become excited from a ground state to a higher energy level. As these molecules
relax back to their ground state, they re-radiate a broad spectrum, which is collected
[11]. Different chemicals are excited by different wavelengths and emit different
spectra, so fluorescence can be used to distinguish the chemical components of a
medium.
Raman spectroscopy also involves exciting the medium with one wavelength.
In contrast to fluorescence, Raman signals are due a scattering process. The target
molecule oscillates in sympathy with the applied electromagnetic field. Usually light
hitting this oscillating molecule is scattered at the same frequency as the incident
beam. However, occasionally energy from the molecular vibrations is transferred to
the scattered light, or vice versa, creating a shift in frequency of the scattered light,
known as a Raman shift [11]. While Raman signals are much sharper than the broad
fluorescence emissions, and so can be used more easily to distinguish various
components from each other, Raman signals are also very weak. Because so much of
the emission from the lower layers of the brain is attenuated, fluorescence is chosen
for its strong signal.
In the proposed instrument, fluorescence will be used for diagnosing [16] and
resolving the biochemical characteristics of the tissue. There will also be a large
background fluorescence from the normal components of brain tissue, which will
need to be taken into account. However, the fluorescence exiting the tissue is
distorted by the scattering and absorption of overlying layers. Thus, gathering the
18
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optical properties using reflectance is necessary to disentangle the effects of
scattering and absorption and derive a true fluorescence spectrum. [17]
1.4 Role of This Work in the Overall Project
Although the eventual goal of the proposed instrument is to gather depth,
diagnoses, and chemical information from a patient's brain, the first step is to derive
the optical properties of the overlying layers. In this body of work, a protocol and
algorithm for deriving the optical properties has been developed, characterized, and
tested in tissue models
1.4.1 Work Presented
Chapter 2 presents a review of relevant literature regarding the steps necessary
to diagnose Alzheimer's disease in vivo with NIR light. Included are studies using
NIR imaging in vivo, studies differentiating normal and diseased tissue using
fluorescence, and studies looking at the fluorescence of various components of the
Alzheimer's pathology.
Chapter 3 reviews the mathematical model used as the basis for the developed
algorithm. Basics of light scattering and absorption are presented. The Farrell
diffusion equation is explained, and the previous use of this model to derive scattering
and absorption properties using a spatially resolved instrument is discussed.
Chapter 4 presents the basis for creating calculated models of the reflectance
that might be seen using the proposed instrument. Derivation of expected scattering
and absorption properties of the patient's head is also explained. These models will
be used in Chapter 6 to test the algorithm and compared to experimental data in
Chapter 7. An analysis of sources of error in the calculated models is also presented.
Chapter 5 reviews the design of the first-run experimental apparatus used for
the experiments in this thesis. Data gathering methodology is also discussed.
19
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Chapter 6 discuses the details of the algorithm for resolving optical properties
of samples with the experimental apparatus. Analysis of sources of error in the
experiment and data analysis algorithm are also presented, and the effectiveness of
the algorithm in various circumstances is reviewed.
Chapter 7 confirms the algorithm effectiveness in resolving properties of
experimental data
Chapter 8 concludes and provides suggestions for future work.
1.4.2 Contribution of this Thesis
As a result of this work, optical properties of a semi-infinite, tissue-like
medium can be derived using an instrument similar to the one proposed in section 1.3.
The next step in this project is to be able to gather fluorescence information from a
lower layer, and correct for the scattering and absorption to obtain a correct
fluorescence spectrum. [17] This could be done in several steps, first by using
shallower white light to derive the optical properties of the overlying tissue, and then
by using specific wavelengths at deeper depths to catch fluorescence emissions.
Once fluorescence can be reliably gathered, it can be used to first distinguish
Alzheimer's tissue from normal tissue. [16] Once this is accomplished, the
fluorescence signals can be further examined to determine the specific biochemical
changes that cause the different diagnoses. An important component of all of this
work is to be able to understand the depth profile of the various kinds and strengths of
input light in the appropriate medium.
The analysis of scattering and absorption properties gathered by the described
geometry is the first step in this whole process; what remains is to put it together with
the rest of the steps and build a working instrument.
20
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
A large body of literature indicates that all the pieces necessary to diagnose
Alzheimer's disease using the instrument described in the previous chapter are
possible. This chapter will provide a review.
Several studies confirm that NIR light can be injected and information
collected from deep in the brain of adult subjects. These NIR studies generally focus
on cerebral hemodynamics, but the same principle can be applied to diagnosing
Alzheimer's disease. Next, studies show that it is possible to distinguish Alzheimer's
diseased brain tissue from normal age-matched controls by mathematically analyzing
the resulting fluorescence spectra. Further, this indicates that it should be possible to
derive specific information about the fluorescence of the various brain/AD
components from the spectra. Lastly, several studies have even examined the
fluorescence (and absorption) characteristics of the specific Alzheimer's pathology -
the beta amyloid plaques and the neurofibrillary tangles. Combined, these three
areas of work show that it should be possible to diagnose and distinguish the
biochemical characteristics of AD with NIR light in vivo.
In this chapter, studies using NIR to derive information from the brain, in
models and in experiments, will be reviewed, and approaches that use NIR for
imaging will be discussed. Other applications of NIR will be briefly touched on.
Research distinguishing AD from healthy tissue will be presented. Then, efforts to
elucidate the fluorescence of the individual AD components will be described.
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Literature that covers deriving the optical properties from the upper layers will be
covered in Chapter 3.
2.1 NIR Brain Studies
Several theoretical studies and experimental imaging studies have indicated
that data from the brain can be gathered from underneath the upper layers of skin,
skull, and cerebrospinal fluid. This provides reasonable background that the
proposed experiments have the potential for success in terms of being able to record
the appropriate signals.
2.11 Theoretical Studies of Propagation in Head-Like Layers
Okada [1] used Monte Carlo simulations and a finite element method applied
to multi-layer models with properties similar to those of human head layers. Their
results included spatial sensitivity profiles for the paths of photons collected at
various distances from a light source and an analysis of the partial mean optical path
length that goes through each layer. In their model, with a detection distance of
greater than 20 mm, the distance each photon traveled through lower layers increased.
Importantly, the path length through the grey matter was significant and measurable.
A second study by Okada et al [2] used this principle with detailed models of
the human head both experimentally using an 800 nm laser and in Monte Carlo and
finite-element simulations. The model consisted of a 10mm layer with skin and skull
properties, a 2mm layer with CSF properties, and a 4mm grey matter layer arranged
in folds (sulci) with CSF between the folds and white matter underneath. They
experimented with injecting light and collecting at various different distances from
the excitation light. Basically, they found that for source-detector separations (p)
from 0 to 15mm, the light was mostly confined to the surface layer, while from
separations 15 to 25 mm, the optical path lengths increased; that is, the photons went
deeper as the collection distance increased. After 25 mm, the light mostly just travels
through the CSF layer, only sampling a shallow depth of grey matter, so after 25mm,
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the information gained remains relatively constant. Generally, the CSF acts as a light
guide. Very little if any light reaches the white matter. Okada et al calculate that
although light detected at a 50 mm source - detector spacing will only spend 5% of
its path length in the grey matter, the grey matter will still account for 20-30% of the
output signal.
2.1.2 Experimental Imaging Studies
Besides theoretical work, near infrared spectroscopy has actually been used
successfully by many researchers to derive image information about cerebral
oxygenation levels in patients. For example, Chance [3] used 780 nm light injected at
the forehead above the bridge of the nose to derive real-time images of the brain's
oxygenation state. These images corresponded well to MRI images of subjects
performing the same cognitive tasks. Generally, the forehead bone is thicker than the
temporal lobe bone, so information could also be delivered successfully at the temple.
Steinbrink [4] also had some success determining absorption changes in the motor
region of the cortex from outside the skull using 805 nm light.
Several other researchers have used NIR imaging spectroscopy non-invasively
in vivo to derive information from underlying brain tissue, including Robertson [5].
They used as a source a broad spectrum NIR bulb and detected emission at 760 and
850 nm, aiming to identify intercranial hematomas since extravascular (leaked) blood
absorbs more light than intravascular blood. Procedurally, they took similar
collections on the left and right sides of a subject's head. A difference in absorption
levels between sides was considered, with a large difference indicating a possible
hematoma. This method was successfully able to identify delayed hematomas in
many patients, although the authors estimated they could only gather information
from a depth of 2-2.5 cm (4.5 cm source-detector separation). This depth is still
sufficient to reach the top cortical layers, and as hoped for the information is able to
be gathered noninvasively. Their images also corresponded well with images taken
with more standard techniques.
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Elwell [6], Duncan [7], and Hock [8] also use NIR spectroscopy to derive
information from the adult brain non-invasively in vivo, working at excitation
wavelengths of 775 nm, 829 nm, and 909 nm (Elwell), 690nm, 744 nm, 807 nm, and
832 nm (Duncan), and 775 nm, 825 nm, 850 nm, and 904 nm (Hock).
NIR can also be used in other locations. For example, an Italian group used
NIR spectroscopy to characterize the absorption and scattering properties of the
human breast in order to develop an optical mammography system[9, 10]. They were
able to successfully derive these properties in the range 61 Ornm - 1010 nm. However,
instead of collecting at several distances as the proposed instrument does, they instead
kept their collection fiber at a fixed distance away from the source and collected the
data in a time-resolved manner. In time-resolved spectroscopy, photons that are
collected at earlier times are considered to come from shallower layers of the sample,
whereas photons collected at later times are considered to come from deeper layers of
the sample. In the case of the work presented in this thesis, spatially-resolved
spectroscopy was chosen over time-resolved spectroscopy because of equipment
availability.
2.2 Differentiating Alzheimer's and non-Alzheimer's Tissue
Several studies have been able to differentiate Alzheimer's and non-
Alzheimer's brain tissue using spectroscopy, but only one has successfully done this
in the NIR region.
Fabian (1993) [11] examined the infrared absorption spectra (~6000 nm) of
Alzheimer's diseased and non-diseased human brain, and found that they saw features
in the AD tissue particular to the Alzheimer's fA4 peptide that did not exist in the
normal brain. They proposed that this technique could be used for rapid distinction
between tissues in an experimental setting. However, the wavelength range is
inappropriate for in vivo work because the light will immediately be attenuated by
water absorption. This partly motivated the later work of Choo and Pizzi.
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In 1995, Choo [12] examined sets of AD and normal brain tissue in the
wavelength regions 5555nm-10,000nm and 3333nm-3571nm using infrared
reflectance spectroscopy. (These wavelengths also are inappropriate for in vivo work
due to water absorption.) Rather than trying to distinguish individual spectral
components resulting from various chemical constituents, they instead decided to use
mathematical multivariate analysis to examine the data and possibly distinguish
between AD and non-AD tissue. Starting with 152 spectra from healthy and diseased
grey and white matter, they split it into a 97-spectra training set and a 55-spectra test
set. Using both an artificial neural net (ANN) classifier and a Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) method for the 5555-10000nm range, they found that by establishing
criteria with the training set, they could (for LDA) correctly classify 94.8% of the
training set and 92.7% of the test set, and for ANN were able to correctly classify
92.8% of the training set and 94.5% of the test set, meaning that in most cases they
can identify whether an unidentified tissue sample is AD or normal and white or grey.
A paper by Pizzi et al [13] describes in more detail the ANN classification
methodology.
Although the wavelengths used by Fabian, Choo, and Pizzi are inappropriate
for in vivo work, their research shows that there are spectral differences between
Alzheimer's and non-Alzheimer's tissue. Recognizing the importance of such work,
and seeking to apply it in vivo, Hanlon (1999) [14] performed a similar study, but in
the NIR range. The NIR range is more appropriate for in vivo work because
absorption is low, as discussed in Section 1.3.3. The signals can enter and exit the
brain tissue without being completely attenuated by the overlying head layers. Using
a calibration set of 48 spectra from 24 specimens and a validation set of 19
specimens, they took fluorescence spectra using an excitation wavelength of 647 nm
and collecting between approximately 660 nm and 820 nm. Using a principal
component analysis diagnostic method to establish criteria with the calibration sets
they were able to determine 23/24 training set spectra correctly and 17/19 of the test
set correctly. Based on a smaller set (12 samples) of Raman spectra taken 685-1815
cm' with 830 nm excitation, they were also able to correctly classify all twelve
samples. Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy have been described in Section 1.3.3.
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Hanlon calculates that approximately 1.5 mW incident light would be necessary for
such a diagnosis in vivo.
Because Hanlon was able to distinguish AD from normal brain tissue at a
wavelength range appropriate for use in vivo, it seems reasonable that, since light is
able to enter and exit the intervening layers as discussed in section 2.1, it should be
possible to do this same sort of differentiation in vivo. Furthermore, this indicates
that the spectral composition of normal and diseased tissue is different in the NIR
range, so that there is potential for determining the composition of the two using NIR
fluorescence spectroscopy.
2.3 Fluorescence of Alzheimer's Pathology
As discussed in Chapter 1.3, an advantage of the proposed instrument would
be its ability to biochemically distinguish the various fluorescent components of the
Alzheimer's pathology, as well as to provide spatial imaging information. Several
researchers have done this, although not all of the methods are appropriate for in vivo
use.
Selkoe [15] (1986) did not specifically seek to examine fluorescence from
amyloid plaque fibers - instead they simply aimed to separate these fibers from the
rest of the brain tissue for the purpose of determining the protein composition and
derivation of these proteins. They did, however, take advantage of fluorescence
properties - that the fraction of processed brain containing amyloid cores had a lower
fluorescence than the rest of the sample. This indicates that the background brain
fluorescence is somewhat stronger than the amyloid fluorescence although clearly
with this treatment, the plaques do experience some fluorescence. The excitation
wavelength used was 488 nm with 580 nm emission collected. The focus of the
study, however, was clearly not on the emission properties of AD tissue.
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Schipper [16] also noted that substances in the AD brain might produce
autofluorescence, just to a lesser degree. They examined corpora amylacea (CA),
which accumulate in the aging human brain, with a more pronounced accumulation
typical of Alzheimer's disease, and Gomori-positive astrocytes (GAI) which
accumulate similarly. From AD and normal brain tissue, the researchers isolated CA
and GAL. The system for taking spectra used a krypton/argon laser to excite the
samples at 488 nm, 568 nm, and detected emission between 522 nm, 554 nm, and
greater than 585 nm, to minimize yellow background from lipofuscin (554nm-
585nm) which occurs as a background fluorescence in normal brain tissue. They
found that only GAI exhibited fluorescence, in the red region. They also postulated
that GAI were possibly a precursor to CA. This was the case for Alzheimer's and
normal human brains, so the only implied difference was that the Alzheimer's brain
would exhibit more of this fluorescence.
Others have induced fluorescence by means of chemical processing of AD
brain tissue to visualize NFTs. Sun [17] developed a procedure that included
incubation of the tissue in solutions of ethanol and phosphate buffered solution (PBS)
at 40C (39.2 0F) for about 12 hours. This treatment induced neurofibrillary pathology
emissions at 620 nm, with excitation at 550 nm. However, they noted that no
fluorescence was visible from the NFT's without this treatment. The chemistry and
temperature would be harmful to a patient, so the treatment is inappropriate for in
vivo use. Some other way must be found to visualize NFT fluorescence.
A recent study by Thal [18] shows that it is possible to see autofluorescence
from $-Amyloid proteins and cerebral amyloid angiopathy in untreated tissue. This is
potentially useful for situations where it is preferable not to alter the tissue, such as
screening the tissue for use in some other procedure or most importantly in this case,
use in vivo. Thal examined postmortem samples for eight cases of confirmed AD.
Each specimen was viewed for autofluorescence in several ranges, and it was found
to exhibit the strongest autofluorescence at greater than 420 nm, excited in a 360-370
nm range. This blue autofluorescence was present in the AD samples, but not in the
control samples. Additionally, the location of this fluorescence corresponded well
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with subsequent immunostaining with anti-A 17-24  and double-labeling
immunohistochemistry for AI-42 and Afh. 17. Thus it is clear that in the wavelength
range mentioned, AP plaques exhibit blue autofluorescence when excited -365 nm
(excepting a small subset of N-terminal truncated AP known as fleecey amyloid).
This is useful for research purposes, but for the in vivo studies aimed for here, the
excitation/emission wavelengths fall right near the high absorption bands of
hemoglobin, so it is highly unlikely that either the excitation light would reach the
brain or the fluorescent emission would reach the surface of the head without being
fully attenuated.
It is clear that using NIR light to distinguish between diseased and normal
brain tissue is very possible, given the abundance of uses of NIR light in in vivo brain
research and imaging already, and given the results of the Hanlon study. Since, in
Hanlon's study, fluorescence in the NIR region is used to differentiate the tissues,
these differences must be connected to some biochemical pathology. Fluorescence of
this pathology in other wavelength regions has been examined, but the biochemical
roots of the differences in the NIR region remain to be seen.
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Mathematical Background
As described in Chapter 1, the first step in creating an instrument that
differentiates between Alzheimer's and normal brain tissue in vivo in the NIR region
is determining the optical scattering and absorption properties of the surrounding
tissue. For the source-detector geometry illustrated in Figures 1.2 and 1.3, a
mathematical description of the light propagation is given by an equation developed
by Farrell. [1] Farrell's equation allows for derivation of the optical properties of a
tissue with information from spatially resolved reflectance experiments.
This chapter first reviews the basics of light scattering and absorption. Then,
the assumptions and derivation of the Farrell equation are explained. The limits and
previous usage of this equation in literature are discussed. Lastly, several
experiments which are precursors to the ones presented in this thesis are described.
3.1 Review of Scattering and Absorption
A common example of light propagation in tissue occurs when a person shines
a flashlight through her hand. The light spreads out considerably and appears red.
This is because as light travels through a homogenous medium it is both scattered and
absorbed. The scattering causes the light spreading, and the absorption of blue light
by the hemoglobin in blood causes the red color.
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Absorption causes the light to become
attenuated as the medium absorbs energy from
the light. It is generally expressed in units of
absorption/unit length. In this thesis the
absorption coefficient ga will be expressed in
units of cm'. The mean free path length
between two scattering events is known as 1s, Figure 3.1 Forward (anisotropic)
and is related to the scattering coefficient by scattering vs. isotropic scattering
g=18'. The scattering coefficient p, is
expressed in units of cm' in this thesis. However, when light scatters off an object,
there is another factor - the angle at which the light scatters off of the scattering
objects. It ranges from scattering back in the direction from which it came (direct
backscattering) to scattering forward. This factor is generally referred to as g - the
anisotropy factor. g=O indicates isotropic scattering and g=l indicates complete
forward scattering, with the variations in between. See figure 3.1. The reduced
scattering coefficient takes into account both of these factors: p'=gs(l-g), still in
units of cm'. The inverse, 1/ p,' is the average distance before the scattering
becomes randomized.
After experiencing several scattering events, the direction of light is
randomized in all directions. Eventually, if light enters a semi-infinite medium at the
boundary, some of that light will exit the medium at points away from the entry point.
(See figure 3.2) If the reflected
intensity exiting the medium is
measured at various points away
from the light input point, the
scattering and absorption properties
can be derived. The quantity
gt'=gs'+ga is considered to be the Figure 3.2 - Light scattering through and
exiting a half infinite medium
total attenuation coefficient. 1/ p,
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where t=gs+ga is considered the mean free path in the medium - the average
distance a photon will travel before encountering an absorbing or scattering event.
3.2 Derivation of Farrell Equation
Several people had derived formulas for the expected reflectance (the term for
the light collected at any point on the surface) as a function of the properties of a
medium (references 6-9 in [1]). However, these were open-form equations
(containing integrals), and a closed form equation was necessary to determine the
reverse - to determine the properties of the medium from the measured reflectance.
Some closed-form equations were written (references 10,12 in [1]), but the solutions
all relied on an absolute measurement of the reflected intensity. Absolute
measurements are prone to variations due to system conditions throughout an
experiment and so are not reliable. However, Farrell, Patterson and Wilson
developed an equation that they state does not rely on any absolute measurement and
only depends on the shape of the reflectance curve. This has allowed allowed the
derivation of scattering and absorption properties from reflectance taken from a
spatially resolved geometry.
A basic set of assumptions key to the Farrell equation is as follows (see figure
3.3). The medium is considered to be uniform, homogeneous, and semi-infinite. The
interface between the medium and the outside is also required to be a flat plane.
Homogeneous means that the properties of the medium are the same throughout.
Further, semi-infinite implies that optically, there is only one interface between the
medium and the outside. Although there is obviously a second interface, the light is
attenuated before it reaches the second interface, so it is basically semi-infinite. Light
enters normal to the media in a pencil-thin beam. At a certain distance below the
surface (1/gs') the direction of light scattering is randomized. Farrell represents this
point as a photon source located at a distance l/p4 ' below the surface. The distance
1/g' is called zo. The light that exits the tissue can be collected and in this equation,
the distance between the excitation and collection fibers is called p. The distance
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between the photon source and the collection point is rl, as diagrammed in Figure 3.3,
and the equation for light emitting from an isotropic point source (T) is as follows:
1 e- (3.1)
4rD r,
Where geff is defined by equation 3.2a and D is defined by equation 3.2b:
/f(QO)= 3p,(A) -(pA(A) +p()
D = L(p. + M,)
L
E
image source
imaginary interface
ighte
% r
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
Light
Collection
Fiber
Figure 3.3 Simplifications made to model diffusion of light from a delivery fiber
normal to the surface of a sample to a collection fiber also normal to the surface at a
distance p. Based on Figure Ic of Farrell et al [1].
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Because the indices of refraction of the sample and the surrounding medium
are different, the possibility of reflections off of the boundary must be considered.
This is accomplished by setting the fluence to zero at a distance Zb from the surface,
where zb=2AD. For a full discussion refer to Farrell et al. [1] A is defined as
follows:
A= 1+Re (3.2c)
l-Reff
Reff is derived from the relative indices of refraction and is detailed in [1]. It takes a
value of 0.493 for a tissue/air interface and 0.43 for a water/air interface. In Figure
3.3 this imaginary interface where the fluence must be zero is shown as a dotted line
Zb above the tissue/air interface. The fluence is set to zero on the extrapolated
boundary by placing an "image source" (negative isotropic point source) above the
boundary. Consequently, the fluence can be described as the sum of the two point
sources:
_ e( /1 __-_r2 (3.3)
T(plzo)= e
47D r r2
Assuming that the source strength is not unity but instead a'5(z - 1 *) where
, _ _ _ (3.4)
they use the following equation for the reflectance as a function of distance:
R(p) = -DVP(p, zo) =O (3.5)
R(p) is the reflectance in the radial direction only, since z is set to zero. Then they
derive the closed form reflectance equation:
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a' I exp(-eff r) + exp(-p r2) (3.6)
R(p)- z= 4 + ±2 + Zb) Yeff +_ 2
4xr r, r2 r2
R(p) has units of cm , so to obtain pure reflectance R, R(p) must be
multiplied by the detector area. Experimentally, R(p) is usually multiplied by an
overall scaling factor a which encompasses both the detector area and any system
parameters that change the magnitude of the measured reflectance, such that
R=aRexp(p).
For any particular sample where a spatially resolved reflectance instrument is
used, reflectance is a function of three unknowns, a, 9a, and gs'. By taking
reflectance data at three source-detector separations, the system can be determined.
Fewer collection points will lead to an under-determined system, and more collection
points will lead to an over-determined system. Since it is very difficult to correctly
derive all three unknown parameters from experimental data, most researchers find a
in other ways. In the work presented in Chapters 6 and 7, a is found by means of a
calibration phantom, and only two collection points are necessary, although more are
desirable.
3.3 Limits of the Farrell Patterson Wilson Diffusion Equation
Theoretically, this equation should be valid for almost all space, and the
authors tested it both experimentally and with simulations. According to Monte
Carlo simulations the single scatterer model is accurate at distances from the source
greater than 1/g'. This is reasonable because at a distance smaller than that, a photon
will not have been randomized. To confirm the correctness of the equation
experimentally, Farrell used a probe with a round flat black face and collection fibers
fixed at various distances from an excitation fiber, as shown in Figure 3.4. They
took reflectance data on "phantoms" containing scatterers and absorbers of known
quantities. For all of the tested distances, they found that the data fit the expected
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curve shapes, and it was necessary to introduce the scaling factor (X to obtain the
proper intensity.
In addition, Farrell, Patterson, and Wilson used the equation in reverse to
derive g' and ga from reflectance curves of a phantom using a nonlinear least squares
fitting method. They found that they could derive ga and g,' with 90-95% accuracy.
It is a reasonable conclusion then that this equation is relatively accurate in both
predicting the correct value of reflectance at a given distance and deriving the correct
optical properties of a medium given reflectance and distance data.
o Light Delivery Fiber
CJD Light Collection Fibers
* Calibration Fiber
Figure 3.4 - The face of the circular probe similar to that used by Farrell et al,
Doornbos et al, and Nichols et al. This whole face would be in contact with the
tissue. Light collection fibers are arranged at various distances from the
delivery fiber. A calibration fiber is in the center, equidistant from all of the
other fibers, to discern any differences between fibers in collection efficiency.
3.4 Literature Review: Using the Farrell Diffusion Equation
A major challenge with the diffusion equation is that there are three variables
- system constant a, absorption coefficient ga, and scattering coefficient R,'. The
problem remains to derive three quantities out of a set of reflectance data. The
problem is not straightforward because 9a and g,' are tightly coupled - they are
mostly added together in equation 3.6, and only are used separately in two places.
Because of this, an error in one can frequently be compensated for by an error in the
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other. Because the two quantities are difficult to disentangle mathematically,
different groups have developed different approaches to obtain realistic absorption
and scattering information.
Several people have used this equation effectively to derive optical properties
from semi-infinite, one-layer homogenous media. Doornbos et al used a probe with
nine collection fibers located at fixed distances away from the excitation fiber, similar
to that shown in Figure 3.4. They used this in a clinical setting to study the optical
properties of human skin. [2] Their method was as follows: they fit the measured
reflectance to the theoretical model
Rtheoy, Pa, Y,') aRexpt (PMa , Y,') (3.9)
determining a to be the system constant, and also deriving Ra, and s' for 9
wavelengths, making sure that the source-detector distance exceeded l/pi'. Then,
since all a values were slightly different, they found an average value of a for good
data regions. They then repeated the fits using avg and left only Pta and g' unknown.
The pa and s' derived in this step were still not physically realistic, so they
approximated g,' with a physically realistic exponential function similar to the
expected scattering curve, and fit the data for a third time, leaving only ga free. In
this manner they obtain a good pa. It is then possible to determine which absorbers
contributed to the ga by fitting to a linear combination of known absorber spectra.
This 9a seems to accurately describe the properties of the subjected tissue, and
Doornbos et al are able to use the same procedure to find the scattering and
absorption coefficients of various other tissues.
Nichols et al created a similar circular-faced probe with collection fibers
located at fixed distances away from the excitation fiber, as well as a calibration fiber
in the center [3]. They corrected the raw data for the background, lamp spectrum, and
any lamp or fiber variation. Also using the Farrell/Patterson/Wilson equation for
R(p) and faced with a similar problem that without a measure of the input intensity,
they took a different approach to finding the constant a. By dividing their reflectance
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data collected at each p by the reflection data taken at pi, they essentially cancel out
the constant. They use:
R(Pn)nomn=R(Pn)expt/R(p 1)expt (3.10)
where R(pl) is the reflectance at the closest collected distance. Then they fit to the
general diffusion equation (3.6) divided by the diffusion equation at pi to match the
data division. This cancels out a, and they are left with only two unknown quantities.
By then fitting to this divided equation with only two unknowns, they obtained Ra and
s' by a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm. When using
this method on phantoms with known properties, they were able to relatively
accurately derive 9a and gs', with some systematic over and under estimation.
In this laboratory, Zonios et al took a slightly different approach [4]. He used
a probe with a single, central excitation fiber, and six collection fibers arranged
around it (all equidistant from the central excitation fiber). Instead of using the
Farrell equation as is, with variables p, 9a, g', and cc, he approximated the probe
geometry as a central source surrounded by a collection area, and integrated over this
area. This left him with an effective probe radius, reff, the precise value of which is
adjusted empirically. Ultimately, the reflectance was a function of ga, g', cc, and reff.
cc was then determined by calibration with a model of known properties. This left
R(La, gs'), reflectance as a function of only two variables. They knew that for the
particular tissue they were studying (adenomatous colon polyps) the absorption came
almost entirely from oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin, and that scattering
parameters could be derived from the eventual g,' curve.
With these assumptions, the goal was to find the appropriate concentrations
and ratio of Hb and Hb0 2, and an appropriately shaped ts' curve. Zonios et al
obtained this fit by using the knowledge that the most prominent absorber was
hemoglobin. They assumed a ratio cc and concentration Chb* of hemoglobin and
derived an appropriate s' curve. If the ratio or concentration were incorrect,
hemoglobin features would appear in the derived gt' curve. They would then adjust
the values of Chb* and ac until a realistic g,'(k) curve was found. (the criteria for an
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acceptable s'(X) was that there are no hemoglobin features and the derivative is
negative everywhere) When the appropriate g,' curve was found, they fit it to Mie
theory and derived the appropriate parameters - the effective density of scatterers 6
and scattering cross section a'() where the parameters are related by g'=&f(X).
Zonios et al used this approach on both physical tissue models (hemoglobin
and beads of known quantities) and on actual tissue samples. For the physical tissue
models, they showed that their model accurately described the experimental results,
and also that they were reasonably (within 10%) able to derive the physical
parameters (Chb*, a, '(X), 6) from the collected reflectance. They were also able to
recover such parameters, for clinical data on colon polyps, for the purpose of
distinguishing between normal and cancerous tissue by these parameters.
3.5 Precursors to the Experiments Presented in this Work
The work in this thesis is based on several preliminary experiments done by
Markus Mueller and Jun Wu in the MIT Spectroscopy Laboratory [5]. The goal of
their experiments was to demonstrate the principle shown in the first two papers
described in this section of determining scattering and absorption properties from
reflectance data taken at varying source-detector distances. Unlike Doornbos and
Nichols, the excitation and collection fibers were independent of each other (not fixed
in the same probe). To take data, the excitation fiber was fixed in the tissue model
and the one collection fiber was placed at varying distances away, determined by
fixed holes in a template. The reflectance at each distance was taken in subsequent
collections. This geometry introduces more error than the geometry of Doornbos and
Nichols, including possible differences in source/detector depth and inaccurate and
variable source-detector distances. The physical tissue models contained known
quantities of hemoglobin and scattering material. The goal was to show that the
diffusion equation (Farrell/Patterson/Wilson) was an appropriate description of light
propagation in this collection geometry.
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Since the goal was only to confirm the description of light propagation,
Mueller fit the reflectance data to the diffusion equation using only two unknown
quantites, jas' and the system constant (x, instead of three unknowns (g a,', and
(x). To make this possible, they used a phantom containing water and an unknown
amount of beads, with no other absorbers. Once they had derived the p,' curve and
the system constant, they added hemoglobin. Now the two unknown quantities
became ga and (x. Since ga and a are not coupled tightly like pa and g,' are, it is much
easier to derive the absorption curve with only these two variables. For each
concentration of hemoglobin examined, the a changed slightly, indicating that the
system geometry was slightly different for each experimental run.
The theoretical reflectance data from these derived parameters fit the
experimental reflectance data well. Thus they showed that the
Farrell/Patterson/Wilson equation was appropriate for the given geometry and that it
was possible to derive two unknown sample parameters from it. The work in this
thesis builds on and extends the work of Mueller et al. The experimental apparatus
has been refined, and a data analysis algorithm has been created so that it is possible
to derive an additional, third unknown parameter from the data - so that both the
scattering and absorption properties of a sample can be determined when neither are
known beforehand.
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CHAPTER 4
Modeling
In order to test the algorithm for deriving the optical properties of a medium
from reflectance using a spatially resolved apparatus, some reflectance data of known
optical properties must be obtained. While experimental data can be used,
instrumental error introduces many variables. Thus, it is valuable to first test the
algorithm on calculated reflectance data. In this chapter, the Farrell reflectance
equation is used to create simulated reflectance data that is similar to experimental
data that might be taken. In this modeled data, the system scaling constant, a, is
irrelevant. However, the two other variables, ga(X) and g'(X), must be used as inputs
to the Farrell diffusion equation to obtain reflectance data. In this chapter, the
construction of appropriate ga(X) and p,'(X) values are described. These values are
then used to create simulated reflectance data. The modeling described here is used
more extensively in Chapter 6 to develop and test the fitting algorithm, and in
Chapter 7 is compared to experimental results.
4.1 Mie Theory to Describe Scattering
Scattering of light from small spherical particles can be described by Mie
theory. Mie theory encompasses a series of calculations which, when given the
particles size, wavelength, and index of refraction of both the particle and the
medium, returns both the anisotropy coefficent g(A) and the scattering efficiency
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Q(2). These parameters are the only ones necessary to calculate the reduced
scattering coefficient. The reduced scattering coefficient is given by:
ps'=(l-g) YS8 (4.1)
where the total scattering cross section a'(2) is given by:
(Ys (A) = Q(A) A (4. 1a)
and 6 is defined as the concentration of beads per volume, and A is the true
geometrical cross-section of the bead (nr2) [1]. This calculation is wavelength
dependent. Both g(X) and Q(X) are wavelength dependent, in addition to the index of
refraction for water and for the bead for each wavelength is slightly different. This
difference in index of refraction can be calculated by an equation written by Quan and
Fry [2], and confirmed by Huibers [3] for the UV to near-IR region, assuming a
temperature of 25'C and ? in nanometers:
15.762 4382 1.1455 .106 (4.2)
n.(atrQ)=1.31279+ ~- 2+
The index of refraction for the latex beads is also calculated by a similar equation [4]:
0.00785 0.000334 (4.3)
nia(A)=A1.5663+ + 4
It is important to investigate how much variations in the input parameters
affect the reduced scattering coefficients, and subsequently, the resulting reflectance
data. Two parameters that are likely to vary are the diameter of the scattering
particles and the calculated index of refraction of water. The latex beads as
manufactured are quite accurate in size. The standard deviation of the mean diameter
is only 2% of that diameter. So in this case, with a diameter of 1000nm, the standard
deviation is 20 nm. It is possible that conditions will cause the index of refraction of
water and of the latex to vary, due variations in temperature, salinity, or other
substances dissolved in the surrounding medium.
In the following illustrations, bead diameter and medium index of refraction
will be varied, and the resulting predicted change in tissue reflectance measurements
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Figure 4.1 -- The change in anisotropy coeffcient g (top),
total scattering cross section as (middle), and reduced
scattering coefficients (bottom) relative to wavelength and
bead diameter.
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0.18 will be explored. The reduced
0.16 . - 0.8 Umn- - -
-.0 Urn scattering coefficients are
calculated using a public Mie
0.12
code by Bohren and Huffman,
008 [5] and the reflectance
/ K6 -7mm measurements are calculated
04'using self-written code based
0.02on 
Equation 3.6.
300 400 500 600 700 a00 900 1000
wavelength (nm) Nominally in our
Figure 4.2 - Reflectances modeled at source-detector experiments we use I pm
separations of 5mm, 7mm, and 9mm for bead sizes 0.8jim beads. Varying the diameter
(-- -- --), 1.0 gm ( ), and 1.2 jm (------) The
absorber concentration used is 0.1 g/L HbO2 in water. by +/- 20%, and keeping
concentration constant, Figure
4.1 shows the associated gs' curves that result from these changes. At 600 nm,
increasing the radius by 20% leads to a 6.95% drop in gs', and decreasing the radius
by 20% leads to a 16.48% increase in gs', although since the curves exhibit some
oscillation the exact percentages are somewhat variable. The effect of these changes
on reflectance curves is shown in figure 4.2. The reflectance curves are calculated for
three p values. Published hemoglobin absorption data is used to simulate absorbers.
Refer to Section 4.2 for a more detailed discussion of absorbers.
In addition, the index of water that is put into the Mie code has been varied, to
see how much that affects the calculated reduced scattering coefficient. In a
physiological system, the index of refraction of the surrounding medium can easily
vary with temperature and salinity. Since we will be comparing experimental data
with theory, it is good to understand the ways in which the theory might be wrong,
and an error in index of refraction of the surrounding medium is possible. The
indices calculated for each wavelength have been increased by 0.1%,1%, and 10%
and the corresponding ts' values have been plotted in Figure 4.3. The original
equation by Quan and Fry [2] depends on both temperature and salinity. Temperature
is not likely to change the index much; however, salinity can easily change the index
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of refraction 1%, and it is
clear from Figure 4.4b that
even this small change in
index of refraction of the
surrounding medium leads
to dramatic changes in
reflectance shape. Thus,
when experimental data is
compared to a theoretical
model, the index of
refraction of the
surrounding medium used
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Figure 4.3 - changes in the index of refraction of water
leading to different values of g,' (1 urn beads, constant
concentration).
as input to the model must have an error of lower than 1%.
4.2 Hemoglobin and Water to Describe Absorption
The absorption used in the modeling consists of hemoglobin, oxyhemoglobin,
and water. This is because for the actual experiments, only hemoglobin (which is
either oxygenated or not oxygenated) in water is used. There are fewer variables in
using hemoglobin curves to calculate theoretical reflectance. Many researchers have
taken the spectra of both oxy and deoxyhemoglobin and of water. The data used for
oxy and deoxyhemoglobin are published by SA Prahl and S Jaques [6], and the data
for water is published by Buiteveld and Kou [7] and [8]. The spectra of oxy and
deoxy hemoglobin are shown in figure 4.5, and the spectrum of water is shown in
figure 4.6. The overall absorption spectra of the solution then is simply a linear
combination of the absorptions, scaled by the concentrations of oxy and deoxy
hemoglobin:
(4.5)Ma (total) = Ma (water) + [la (Hb) + Ma (HbO2)
where
Ma (Hb or HbO2) = (2.303) e (C [g/liter])/(66,500 [g Hb/mole]) (4.6)
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of hemoglobin might be much higher, and thus the composite curve would look very
much like the Hb0 2 curve shown in figure 4.6. A lower concentration of hemoglobin
is used in the experiments for scaling purposes - so that the high peaks can
approximate the values of low absorption that will occur at a greater concentration in
the optical window between 600 and 900 nm.
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4.3 Optical Properties of the Head and Brain as Published in the
Literature
To build tissue phantoms, it is necessary to know what concentration of
hemoglobin and what concentration of 1 pm beads best approximate the tissue
properties. A wide variety of literature has assessed these properties, and they have
been gathered here. The skin and skull together are about 12 mm thick, the CSF is
about 2 mm thick, and the grey matter extends about 4 mm into the cortex [9].
Groups have used varied methods, and the reported properties vary widely. The
results are summarized in Table 1 [10-19] and have been plotted against wavelength
in Figures 4.8 and 4.9
12
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8
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0.2
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900 950 100
Figure 4.8 - pt,' data from literature broken
down into components. Ignoring the top row
of white matter data, it appears that the skull
may have a somewhat higher scattering
coefficient than either the grey or white
matter. However, there is too much
variability to come to a definite conclusion.
500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850
wavelength (nm)
900 950 1000
Figure 4.9 - [ta data from literature broken
down into components. As shown, the
literature data has enough error and is varied
enough such that it is not possible to discern
much difference between the spectra of each
layer
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ga (1/cm) g (1/cm) g' (1/cm) g
Skin 2.7 35.5 0.81
Skull 0.2 - 0.5 8 - 12 0.922 - 0.945
CSF 0.1
Grey matter 0.1 -2.7 50- 650 5 -30 0.88-0.98
White matter 0.1 -2.5 50-650 5- 115 0.77-0.97
Table 4.1 - Optical properties of the human head as reported in recent literature for a wide range of
NIR wavelengths [10-19].
These ranges are, of course, highly wavelength dependent. Scattering in all of
these tissues can be approximated by Mie theory, and the absorption comes primarily
from hemoglobin and water, although there are other, weaker absorbers present. [12]
To build tissue phantoms, it is necessary to know what concentration of hemoglobin
and what concentration of 1 gm beads best approximate the tissue properties. So, a
hemoglobin curve as reported in literature [6] has been fit to the gathered data to
derive the appropriate concentration parameter in Figure 4.10. Although a range of
0.45 1
+ iterature data
0.4 + literature data 120 - 3.5% beads by vol
- 2 g/L Hb in water, 50% oxygenated -- 1.1% beads by vol
0.36- -- 0.65% beads by vol0130 - 0.20% beads by vol
0.3 -
+ + 800.25 -+ E
*
0.2 - 60
0.15 -
+ * 40
0500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 100 500 550 600 650 700 750 8M0
wavelength (nm) wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.10 - V, values for skull, white, Figure 4.11 - ,' data from skull, grey,
and grey matter as reported in and white matter as reported in literature
literature, with a possible matched with several Mie curves (for I gm beads)
hemoglobin curve superimposed. superimposed.
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concentrations should be used, 2 g/L was determined to be a good median
concentration. To determine appropriate bead concentrations, Mie curves for 1 pm
beads were fit to the gathered scattering properties and a range of 0.20%-3.5% beads
by volume was determined to be appropriate for use in experiments, as shown in
Figure 4.11.
With these optical properties and approximating concentrations known, it is
possible to develop accurate phantoms for use in approximating the layers of the
human head. Phantom construction will be described in Section 5.4, but this
information will also be used in theoretical calculations in Section 4.4 and Chapter 6.
4.4 Simulations of Reflectance Experiments
Looking at the gathered literature data, we can pick several concentration
values for hemoglobin and scatterers, as detailed in Table 4.2:
0.5 g/L Hb 1.5 g/L Hb 3.0 g/L Hb
0.20% beads 1 2 3
0.65% beads 4 5 6
1.1% beads 7 8 9
Table 4.2 - Ranges of bead and hemoglobin concentrations that will give realistic 9a and s' values for
a wavelength range of 300-1000nm
Over these ranges, we can pick some models such as low absorption/scattering, high
absorption/scattering, and medium absorption scattering. Shown in Figure 4.12 a,b,
and c, are combinations 1, 5, and 9, calculated using Equation 3.6, hemoglobin
absorption data from [6], and reduced scattering coefficients from the Bohren and
Huffman code. The wavelength 400-800 nm is used so that the features between
500nm and 600nm can clearly be seen.
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Note that as the absorption increases, the reflected light below 600 nm
decreases dramatically. However, above 600 nm, the amount of light reflected
remains relatively constant, and in fact increases with increasing scattering. We
would expect a similar effect in vivo and in tissue models. This clearly shows that to
obtain information (such as fluorescence) from such substances, the region to look at
is above 600 nm, so that the light will be sufficiently strong and not attenuated.
However, for determining optical properties, there are fewer features in that near
infra-red region, so the 500-600nm region is most interesting.
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Virtual Experiment 01 -- 0.20% beads, 0.5 g/L Hb
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Figure 4.12 -
simulations of various
combinations of
scattering and
absorption. (a) models
0.20% beads, 0.5 g/L
0 Hb. (b) models 0.65%
beads, 1.5 g/L Hb, and
(c) models 1.1% beads
and 3.0 g/L Hb.
Note that as absorption
increases, the
reflectance below 600
nm drops dramatically.
However, above 600
nm, it remains
relatively constant and
even increases a bit
with increased
scattering.
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CHAPTER 5
Design of Experimental Apparatus and
Methodology
A large part of obtaining useful reflectance and fluorescence data from tissues
results from a good optical apparatus that will provide accurate data. Design
considerations for the apparatus and phantoms, experimental methodology, and
experimental apparatus description are included in this chapter. In addition, an
integrating sphere apparatus, which was used to assist in measurements, is described.
5.1 Description of Spatially-Resolved Reflectance Instrument
A schematic diagram of the instrument employed in collecting spatially-
resolved reflectance is shown in Figure 5.1 and is similar to other instruments
described in the literature[1-3]. White light from a tungsten filament lamp is
collected and focused by a 50 mm aspherical condenser lens into a single 200 gm
multimode fiber. The distal end of this fiber is placed such that it just touches the
surface of a sample. The sample is a 300 cm 3 cylinder with approximate height of 7
cm and diameter of 7.5 cm. The excitation light undergoes random scattering and
absorption events, determined by its optical properties, and a small fraction of the
input light emerges from the sample where it is collected by a fiber bundle.
Unlike the proposed instrument in Figures 1.2 and 1.3, there are not multiple
collection fibers at fixed distances from the light delivery fiber. Instead, one fiber is
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Arrangement of fibers
Arrangement of fibers at at the distal end of the
proximal end of fiber bundle fiber bundle
Fixed location
light source fiber
Variable location light
............ ' detection fiber bundle
lamp-
input slit for CCD
reference arm
Figure 5.1 - experimental apparatus
used for collection and can be moved to create different source-detector (p)
separations. The minimum initial separation is referred to as Pinitial.
The fiber bundle consists of seven (7) 200gm fibers arranged in a hexagonal
close pack formation at the distal end of the collection fiber. At the proximal end of
the collection fiber, the fibers are arranged in a line to increase the amount of light
delivered to the CCD and thus improve signal to noise ratio. A diagram of the distal
end of the fiber bundle and a sample CCD recording is shown in figure 5.2. Similar
to the input fiber, the collection fiber bundle is contact with the phantom just below
reference fiber
collection
fibers
Distal end of light
collection fiber
CCD Image
Vertical
input
distance
256 pixels
wavelength (1024 pixels)
Figure 5.2 - Light collection fiber input to CCD and resulting data, separated by
wavelength and input location. The top fiber brings light from the reference arm and the
bottom seven bring light from the sample. The CCD image is then binned vertically from
the collection fivers down to obtain the strength of the signal at each wavelength and binin
the area of the reference fiber to obtain the strength of the reference signal at each
wavelength
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the surface of the liquid. The center-to-center distance between the fibers is measured
with a micrometer mounted on the translation stage, which controls the position of the
collection fiber. All fibers used in these experiments are obtained from Fiberguide
Industries and have a low-OH composition, which reduced fluorescence, the core
diameter is 200 grm and the total diameter including jacket is 245 pLm. The numerical
aperture of these fibers is reported to be 0.22 which is close to f/2. The f-number of a
lens is its focal length divided by its diameter. In optical instrumentation, it is
advantageous to match f-numbers. The light from the collection fiber is delivered to
a 50 mm diameter achromatic lens used to collimate the beam. The collimated beam
is focused into a Chromex 250i imaging spectrometer with a second achromatic lens
(200 mm fl, 50 mm diameter). This also is f/2 and so is matched to the fibers. The
light is dispersed and focused onto a CCD.
For these experiments, the CCD slit width is set to 150 ptm, with the grating
scored at 300 grooves/mm and centered at 480 nm. It is also important to note the
CCD settings. It has been observed that due to the analog to digital conversion
characteristics of the CCD, if the data is taken too quickly, the CCD does not
'recover' in time. Each subsequent measurement will be slightly less in magnitude
than it should be, with the end result that several measurements will appear to have a
negative magnitude. By setting the CCD collection setting to "slow", the problem
goes away and data can be taken continually without any inaccuracies.
Several things ensure the accuracy and precision of the source-detector
spacing. First, the delivery fiber is fixed to the table, and the flexible end of the fiber
is enclosed in a stiff aluminum sheath. The end of the fiber is also highly polished, so
the light is delivered in the most efficient and directed manner as possible. With a
bare fiber, light can leak out the side of the fiber with a higher NA than desired. The
flexible collection fiber was also enclosed in an aluminum sheath to keep its position
stable. The collection fiber is also attached to a translation stage with sub-millimeter
precision to determine the source-detector separation p. The minimum source-
detector separation (Pinitial) still remains subject to measurement errors, but the change
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in source-detector separation is known very precisely. This minimum separation
Pinitial is present due to the apparatus that holds the fibers in place.
5.2 Spatially Resolved Reflectance Apparatus Considerations
Several equipment issues have had to be addressed to ensure good data quality
and proper experimentation. These include accurate source-detector fiber spacing,
absorption in the light input fiber, lamp spectrum and consistency, proper light
delivery geometry, and collection limits of the spectrograph and CCD.
5.2.1 Addition of Reference Fiber
A potential problem with the lamp itself is its stability. This is prompted by
the observation that the lamp becomes visibly dimmer between days and even
between the beginning and end of an experiment. Measuring the lamp power with a
power meter also confirms this. The original method of experimentation involved
taking one lamp spectrum at the beginning of the experiment, then dividing all of the
subsequent
__00_ measurements by the
-- background lamp values to correct5000 - -- data taken at 5 mm
source-detector separation for the lamp shape and
4000 - obtain an accurate
3500 reflectance
3000 -measurement.
2500 However, if the lamp
2000 -changes, this could
1500 - lead to inaccurate
1000 measurements. Since0 5 100 150 200 250
deriving the a and p'
Figure 5.3 - A cross section of the seven delivery fibers and information involves
one reference fiber taken at 600 nm with a 5mm source-
detector separation. This picture was made by taking a fitting data over a
vertical slice across Figure 5.2 variety of
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measurements taken over a long time period, this could become a problem. To make
the system more robust, it is necessary to make every measurement accurate
regardless of the lamp. This is done by simultaneously measuring the lamp spectrum
and the experimental data by means of an additional fiber. Using this, both the shape
and intensity can be corrected for the same way for each measurement, and the
eventual fit could be much more accurate. This additional measurement apparatus is
referred to as the 'reference fiber', and in this optical setup the reference light is
simply run through the reference arm of the integrating sphere apparatus (see section
5.3). Reference fibers are used by several other researchers doing similar work
mentioned in Chapter 3 including Nichols [1] and Mourant [2]. Figure 5.3 is made by
taking a vertical slice across figure 5.2 and shows the intensity from the seven
collection fibers and one reference fiber at 600 nm.
5.2.2 Fiber Output
The importance of obtaining the lamp spectrum through the integrating sphere
should also be noted. The integrated sphere is described in Section 5.3. The lamp
spectrum dramatically 1.2_,_II
impacts the resulting - - - lamp spectrum taken through air
reflectance data. If a 1 - lamp spectrum taken through 
sphere
lamp spectrum is taken 0 .
by simply pointing the
0.6 --
source and detection C5
fibers towards each 0.4
other in free space, 02 -
large variances in the
shape result depending 400 450 500 550 600 650
wavelength (nm)
on the exact angle Figure 5.4 - Normalized lamp spectra taken through the
between the fibers. integrating sphere and through air. Note that the peaks occur
at different wavelengths and the distribution of intensity over
Figure 5.4 illustrates the wavelength differs.
differences in shape
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between a lamp spectrum taken through the integrating sphere and through air. Note
that the drop off on the right and left sides of the figure is due to the grating efficiency
(cuts off blue light) and CCD efficiency (cuts off red light). This uniformity of lamp
spectrum helps to make the system data more smooth and reliable. While the shape
of the lamp spectrum ideally should be irrelevant since the data is corrected for it, a
smooth spectrum leads to many fewer errors.
Taking the lamp
spectrum through the
integrating sphere is
more experimentally
accurate since as light
travels through a
scattering and
absorbing media, it is
integrated. This would
not be an issue if the
light were well mixed
when it comes out of
the delivery fiber.
However, observation
of the light exiting from
the delivery fiber
reveals rings of color.
This indicates that
different parts of the
tissue initially receive
different proportions of
wavelengths, so the
point source is already
providing spatial
spearation. This is
-5-
distance
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fiber 0-
center
(mm)
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10 -+.
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21
2.2
2.'E2
1 .E
1.6
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-r I I I 1
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600 L n -
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-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10
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2.5
2
signal
intensity
Figure 5.5a - at top, the relative signal intensities for light coming
out of a fiber that is visibly blue around the edges. A cross section
of this plot is shown at the bottom for 400nm, 600 nm, and 800 nm.
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illustrated in Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.5a, the light coming out of the fiber has a visible
ring of blue around it, which is confirmed by the higher proportion of blue in the plot.
The images are constructed by normalizing the spectrum to a single wavelength and
then dividing the spectrum taken at a distance by the central spectrum. A number
greater than one indicates increased intensity relative to the center and less than one
indicates reduced intensity. However, it is shown that, in fact, the proportion of
colors at different wavelengths changes as you move across the fiber.
-10
-5
distance
from
fiber 0
center
(mm)
5
10F
15'300 400 500 600 700 800 900
wavelength (nm)
2
1.8
S1.6
r1.4
'S1.2
nn
signal
intens
-10 -5 0 5 10
distance from center (mm)
Figure 5.5b -At top, relative signal intensities for light coming
out of a fiber that appears to be well-mixed white light. A cross
section of this plot is shown at bottom right for 400nm, 600
nm, and 800 nm. Data in both Figures 5.5 (a) and (b) indicate
that the composition of the light changes as you move across
the fiber, but the change here is more dramatic.
For the case
where the light
1.8
exiting the delivery
1.6 fiber looks completely
1.4 white to the eye, in
1.2 Figure 5.5b, it can
still be seen that the
proportion of colors
0.8
changes, although not
0.6 as dramatically. It is
ity good to note the
symmetry across the
spatial dimension as
expected, since the
light exiting the fiber
should be radially
symmetric. Thus, the
lamp spectrum
reaching each part of
the sample is slightly
different, and one
must make sure it is
as even as possible to
get good results. This
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is also why taking a lamp spectrum in air does not work, since if you are off by a
millimeter from dead center, the spectra changes. The colors get mixed in the
phantom, however these rings are still a concern as it is possible that some
wavelengths are injected closer to the collection fiber than others.
5.2.3 Background Light
Additionally, reducing the background light is very important. The CCD is
covered by a shutter and the space between the delivery fiber and the CCD is also
enclosed by a non-reflecting black box. The seams are covered by black felt.
Additionally, the lamp is shielded, since stray light from the lamp manages to reach
the CCD. Shielding the lamp is equally as necessary as shielding the CCD for
reducing background light.
5.3 Integrating Sphere Equipment
The integrating sphere system is designed to find optical properties of thin
samples using transmittance, reflectance, and collimated transmittance measurements.
A diagram of the integrating sphere setup is shown in figure 5.6. It is based on the
model developed by Nilsson [4-6]. The basic point of an integrating sphere is that
light emitted at all angles can be collected by the sphere, which is coated with a
highly reflective barium sulfate surface inside. After multiple bounces inside the
sphere the light eventually reaches the output fiber and is sent to the CCD. Because
the light emitted at all angles is added together by these bounces, it is referred to as an
'integrating' sphere. This system has three basic light paths. The first (a in figure
5.6) is a reference arm used to monitor the lamp spectrum and intensity. The second
arm (b) is the integrating sphere path. For transmittance measurements sample is
placed in location 1 (with 2 having a reflective cap) and the light that is transmitted
through the sample at all exit angles is collected by the sphere and sent to the CCD.
For reflectance measurements, location 1 is left open and the sample is placed at
location 2. All light that is reflected from the sample at all angles is collected by the
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sphere and sent to the CCD. For collimated transmittance measurements, arm (c) is
used, and the sample is simply placed in a collimated light beam. The light source
used is a xenon white light source.
In this project the integrating sphere was used for obtaining a good lamp
spectrum. The reference arm was also used as the reference branch for the spatially
separated source-detector setup.
a ----- ------
Neutral Density
Filter
F,-P~lY CCD]
Xe Lamp -I-t--- a--n --
spectrometer
2
3
C
Figure 5.6 - Integrating Sphere System. (a) Reference Arm, (b) Integrating Sphere Arm, (c)
Collimated Transmittance Arm. Samples are placed in positions (1), (2), and (3)
respectively to take transmittance, reflectance, and collimated transmittance measurements,
all of which are necessary to derive optical properties.
5.4 Phantom Design
Models of human tissue and bone, also referred to as phantoms, are
constructed to have optical properties, namely absorption and scattering, similar to
those found in human tissues. Due to the chemical composition, which is dictated by
biological function, different tissues may have vastly different optical properties and
these properties may not be homogeneous throughout the tissue.
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Liquid tissue models are constructed with known absorption and scattering
properties. These models consist of a suspension of 1 urm polystyrene beads (to
provide scattering) in de-ionized water with human hemoglobin (to provide
absorption). Other absorbers such dyes or black India ink could also be added. In
studies where fluorescence is important, fluorescent dyes can be added in known
concentrations to mimic the approximate autofluorescence observed in tissue. The
optical properties of this liquid phantom can be easily changed by adjusting the
concentration of the scattering and absorbing media during experimentation.
The liquid mixture is placed in a 300 cm 3 dull plastic container. This
container was chosen because it was big enough such that the boundary effects would
be mitigated and dull enough so that reflection would be minimized, unlike with a
glass container. It is important for the container to be big enough since the Farrell
diffusion equation assumes a semi infinite medium. If the container is big enough,
the light will not strike the boundary of the container and bounce back into the
collection fiber in ways
inconsistent with a true
1.21 7 semi-infinite medium.
350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850
wavelength (nm)
Figure 5.7 - Spectra of met-hemoglobin and oxygenated
hemoglobin taken through the integrating sphere.
Although the met-hemoglobin contains the familiar Soret
band at 400 nm, the hemoglobin spectrum contains more
typical features, including the shoulder at 350 nm and the
q-bands at 540 and 570 nm.
It is very important
to use the proper
hemoglobin in
experimentation. The
spectra of met-hemoglobin
and regular, oxygenated
hemoglobin are compared
in figure 5.7. The met-
hemoglobin contains
ferrous hemoglobin and
also parts of cells and is
very irregular and so is not
appropriate for use in
- hemoglobin
-- - - met-hemoglobin -
- -
- -
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
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reflectance experiments where a familiar hemoglobin spectra is to be extracted. The
spectra shown in figure 5.7 have been divided by the lamp spectrum, and then the
negative log has been plotted. It is clear that the met-hemoglobin lacks the familiar
features of hemoglobin and is somewhat irregular.
5.5 Methodology for Taking Spatially Resolved Data
Data was collected on each phantom using the following experimental
protocol: The liquid phantom is placed on a magnetic stirring stage with a stir bar
inside of the phantom container. The liquid is stirred continuously at low speed
throughout the experiment to prevent settling of the beads and precipitation of the
absorbing solute.
A lamp spectrum is obtained by placing the light delivery fiber in location one
of the integrating sphere, with a reflecting cap placed at location two. The light is
then collected by the spectrograph. The exposure time for this spectrum is also the
maximum allowed without exceeding the sixty thousand count collection limit. A
lamp background spectrum is taken for the same exposure time with the delivery fiber
still in place and the collection fiber blocked such that no light can enter the CCD.
To determine the amount of time for each exposure and the number of
exposures for the data collection, the source and detector fibers are first placed in
their closest position in the sample. The light collection time that allows for the
greatest number of photons without exceeding the sixty thousand count limit is noted.
The detector fiber is then moved to its furthest position away from the source fiber
(approximate change of 25 mm). The light is then collected for the interval noted
above. The amount of these exposures to accumulate statistically enough photons
(about three thousand counts) is noted. Thus the exposure time and number of
exposures are set.
A background spectrum for the data is then taken. The source and detection
fibers remains touching the sample while the detection fiber output to the CCD is
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blocked. The spectrum is then taken for the maximum exposure time and number of
exposures as determined previously.
The data is then obtained by beginning the detection fiber at the closest
possible position to the source, exposing the CCD to the light for the predetermined
time and number of accumulations, moving the detector fiber further away, and
repeating. The background spectrum is taken frequently.
The overall reflectance spectrum is obtained as follows:
I, (A)- IB (A) (5.1)
IL(A) 
'LB (A)
Where I, (A) is the signal collected at any particular distance, IB (A) is the
background intensity for the signal collection, IL (A) is the lamp spectrum, and
ILB (A) is the background intensity for the lamp spectrum collection. This reflectance
is then analyzed as described in Chapter 6.
The procedure used to obtain the scaling constant experimentally is as
follows: Data is taken on a phantom of known quantities containing only beads in
water. This data is then fitted to the simulated data for the same known quantities,
and the system constant is determined as the scaling factor necessary to obtain the
best fit. This approximate system constant is applied to the subsequent data and is
discussed further in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6
Data Analysis Procedure and
Considerations
To resolve data as taken with the instrument in chapter five into its component
optical properties, 9a and Rs', the reflectance data is fit by a least-squares method to
the Farrell equation (3.6). However, to be confident that this inverse algorithm will
work correctly on experimental data, it is necessary to test it on simulated data. The
basic schematic used to develop the inverse fitting algorithm is shown in Chart 6.1.
Scattering spectrum (a)
Absorption spectrum (a)
Scattering spectrum (b)
Absorption spectrum (b)
Chart 6.1 - The basic schematic of the tests done in Chapter 6. Mathematically,
scattering and absorption spectra are put into the diffusion equation, and a reflectance
spectrum results. This reflectance spectrum is then run through an inverse diffusion
equation algorithm, and derived absorption and scattering spectra result. These resultant
spectra (b) should be identical to the input spectra (a) if the inverse fitting algorithm is
correct. This test is used in Chapter 6 to create a successful inverse algorithm, so that it
can be confidently applied to experimental data in Chapter 7, where the input spectra (a)
are initially unknown.
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Mathematically, scattering and absorption spectra are put into the diffusion equation,
and a reflectance spectrum results. This reflectance spectrum is then run through an
algorithm that fits to the diffusion equation, and derived absorption and scattering
spectra result. These resultant spectra (b) should be identical to the input spectra (a)
if the inverse algorithm is correct. If the two spectra are not equal (the derived
spectrum does not fit to the original spectrum), the algorithm is modified. Once the
algorithm works correctly, it can be confidently applied to experimental data.
There are many things result in an incorrect or unphysical fit. In this chapter,
two issues that lead to changes in the quality of fits are addressed. First,
particularities of the fitting algorithm itself are discussed, including initialization
constants and constraints on results. Second, experimental parameters that
significantly impact the quality of the fits are shown, and a method of obtaining them
through the fitting algorithm is elucidated.
Both the wavelength region and the concentrations of hemoglobin used should
be discussed. The simulations shown are in the wavelength region 300nm-1000nm.
This region captures the relevant hemoglobin features, the optical window between
600 nm and 900 nm, and the water feature between 900 nm and 1000 nm. However,
the experimental data shown in Chapter 7 is shown between 400 nm and 650 nm due
to equipment considerations and a desire to work with a realistic hemoglobin
concentration. In physical tissue, the hemoglobin absorption in the optical window is
small but measurable - but to simulate it in a model would require a large amount of
hemoglobin. Instead, a smaller amount of hemoglobin was used, and a wavelength
range was used that experiences a somewhat larger absorption, so that the
experimental wavelength and concentration leads to an analogous absorption to the
proposed in vivo wavelength range.
In this chapter, a range of hemoglobin concentrations were used to test the
fitting algorithm. Two sets of reflectance data and their component parts are shown
in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The development of the successful algorithm is discussed in
detail. Lastly, the final procedure for analyzing the gathered experimental data is
described.
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6.1 Algorithm-Specific Particularities
A simple MATLAB program is used to fit this data to the diffusion equation.
The fit is performed by a nonlinear least-squares fitting routine using a Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm. Two particular points are of interest: constraints to the data
and initialization constants. It is also good to note the number of points necessary for
a good fit.
6.1.1 Constraints
The MATLAB program
to fit data freely is shown in
Appendix I. Allowing the data
to be fit freely to the diffusion
equation, the resulting derived
9a and gs' are not accurate for
either the beads or hemoglobin
data. See Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
Note that in Figure 6.3, a
negative absorption is
unphysical, and in Figure 6.4,
the sharp features on the
scattering curve are not
physically realistic.
35
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In order to obtain better
fits, some reasonable
assumptions about pa and gt'
can be made. First, a is
always above zero. This sets
the only constraint for ta-
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Figure 6.3 - Absorption and scattering properties for the
reflectance shown in Figure 6.1, derived freely with a least
squares fitting method (- ) compared to the real values
(--).
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Figure 6.4 - Absorption and scattering properties for the which each point should
reflectance shown in Figure 6.2, derived freely with a least be tied to the previous one
squares fitting method (-- - -) compared to the correct
values (-). Note the presence of hemoglobin features in has been examined.
the scattering curve, indicating that just fitting to the Farrell
equation is not sufficient. Figure 6.5 shows several
of these constraints for the beads in water data. In the top row, each of the 351 points
is constrained to be no less than 0.997/pixel and no more than 1.0002/pixel times the
previous point. The gs' is constrained so tightly that it cannot follow the natural
curves of the scattering coefficient. In the second row, the lower constraint has been
relaxed such that the each point can be no less than 0.985 times the previous point.
With the constraints relaxed, the X2 factor improves dramatically from 5760 to 6.399.
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Second, in large part, pt'
has a negative slope, and
falls off from its original
point. Further, we know
that there are no abrupt
spikes in the scattering as
shown in figure 6.4. Thus,
for the scattering
coefficient, each
00 subsequent point can be
constrained to be within a
certain range of the
previous point, making the
fitting somewhat
wavelength dependent as
far as g5 ' is concerned.
The MATLAB program
using these constraints is
also shown in Appendix I.
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Figure 6.5 - Data shown in Figure 6.1 fit with constraints on Va and g,'. Top row: g' final point
constrained to be no less than 39% of the original point, Bottom row: constraints relaxed such that
final point can be no less than 0.5% of the original point.
Further relaxing the constraints improves the value slightly more due to the sharp
features below 400 nm.
Figure 6.6 shows the envelope of possibility for all these constraints. Plotting
the j.'' within this, it is clear that the data is actually being fitted and is not just
following the minimum or maximum constraints. It should also be noted that the fit
is much more realistic than without the constraints.
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Figure 6.6 - Envelope of possibility for g,'. Each point (of
351 pixels) is limited to be 1.0007*previous point > new point
> 0.985* previous point. The limit envelopes are calculated by
those limits raised to the number of possible points: 0.985^1351
for lower limit and 1.0007^351 for upper limit. The
normalized scattering curve is plotted within these lim its to
show that the constraints leave the scattering curve a large
degree of freedom.
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Figure 6.7 - Hemoglobin, water, and beads reflectance data fit with constraints. It is
clear that below about 500 nm, where the absorption and scattering are on the same
order, the fitting algorithm cannot distinguish a and gs', but above 500 nm the fit is
reasonable, and much more true to reality than the fits without constraints.
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For the reflectance data that includes the hemoglobin, the constrained fitting
does not work below 500 nm since ga and R' are close in values and tightly coupled.
However, above 500 nm, the constrained fits are much more accurate than the
unconstrained fits. Relaxing the constraints helps only in that the g' can drop to its
appropriate value faster.
6.1.2 Initialization Constants
For MATLAB to begin the nonlinear least squares fitting procedure, it is
necessary to provide it with an initialization constant, or a jumping-off point guess for
it to begin its iterations to find the best values. For all the analysis run, the same
initialization constant for scattering or absorption was used for each wavelength. It is
doubly important for the first derived s' value to be accurate, since the rest of the
values are constrained based on that first point. In fact, inputting a correct
initialization constant is very important for obtaining reasonable ga and g,' results,
although perhaps more important when analyzing real data than analyzing simulated
data. Chapter 7 examines this effect. Experiments were run with and without
constraints for low, medium, and high concentrations of hemoglobin. The initial
inputs for pa were chosen to be well below, approximately at, or well above the
hemoglobin peak, and the initial inputs for g' were chosen to be well, below, at or
well above the average of the first third of gs' points. The same initial input was used
by MATLAB for each wavelength. Table 6.1 shows X2 values for the varied ga and
9.' initial inputs for constrained and unconstrained data.
It is clear that with the constrained fitting, the algorithm is less sensitive to
variations in inputs, but is still affected by them, as the last line of the table indicates.
For unconstrained fitting, the sensitivity is much higher, and this is best illustrated in
Figure 6.9. For simulations run with low quantities of hemoglobin, and fit in the
constrained method, the initial inputs were also found to have an effect, so it is
important to use the correct initial input while fitting. For experimental data, these
inputs also play a large role. In general, inputs slightly above the average absorption
or scattering coefficient level produce reasonable results, while initial inputs well
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above the true values lead to incorrect fits. Inputs are shown having an effect on
constrained low hemoglobin solution (Figure 6.8). Overall, although using a
constrained fitting method mitigates the effects of the initial inputs, they still have a
large effect in some cases.
input unconstrained fit constrained fit
,t C-I 7(-1 X2 RaX2 ,tS 2 [a X29)
0.05 30 0 0.0026 6.3x10~5  5.619
1 30 0.0376 4.3x10 4  6.4x10 5  5.614
2 30 0.0043 l.1x10 4  6.4x10-5  5.614
0.05 20 0 8.8x10 5  6.4x10-5  5.612
0.05 40 5.767 3.6x10 4  0.0015 228
Table 6.1 - Quality of fits for a latex beads in water solution, for different initial inputs, fit constrained
and unconstrained. It is clear that with the constrained fitting, the algorithm is less sensitive to
variations in inputs, but is still affected by them, as the last line indicates. See Figure 6.1 for
illustration Of 9a and ps' values.
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Figure 6.9(A) and (B) - Illustration of effect of changing g, inputs. All g,' inputs are set at 30. pa
inputs, from A to C, are 7, 16, and 30, and the fitting algorithm is unconstrained. D illustrates inputs
of 7 for p~a and 30 for p', but with a constrained fitting algorithm. For the constrained algorithm
fitting models, almost all initial inputs give the same result.
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Figure 6.9 (C) and (D) - Illustration of effect of changing pa inputs. All g,' inputs are set at 30. ga
inputs, from A to C, are 7, 16, and 30, and the fitting algorithm is unconstrained. D illustrates inputs
of 7 for pa and 30 for ,', but with a constrained fitting algorithm. For the constrained algorithm
fitting models, almost all initial inputs give the same result. Note that for (C), the derived quantities
are constants equal to the input constant.
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6.1.3 Optimal Number of Data Sets for Fitting Diffusion Equation
The models shown in this Chapter have thus far contained information
measured at only three discrete locations away from the source fiber. How well does
the derived data fit expected predictions if more collection locations are used? The
same constrained fitting was attempted with four and six data sets, with the additional
data points increasingly far away from the source fiber. The x2 results are
summarized in Table 6.2. It is clear that the more lines used, the better the fit
becomes. Although the fit becomes better in modeled data because the system
becomes more over-determined, in experimental data the data quality decreases and
negates any positive effect of over-determination.
# of collection points 6 X2 , 2
3 6.530x10-
4  5.811
4 6.386x1O-4 5.612
6 6.365x10-4  5.593
Table 6.2 - x2 values for derived scattering and absorption coefficient values using different numbers
of collection points. In modeled data, as the number of points increases, the fit improves. However, in
experimental data the data quality degrades as more distant points are used.
6.2 Sensitive Experimental Variables
There are several variables which are both important for the diffusion
equation and can only be determined experimentally. However, in any determination
of values, there will be some margin of error. The margins of error for two variables,
scaling constant and initial displacement, are explored, and a method for correcting
these variations with the fitting algorithm is discussed. The issue of noise is also
addressed.
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6.2.1 System Scaling Constant
A crucial aspect of fitting experimental data is the system scaling constant.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the system constant brings the reflectance to the correct
level as determined by theory. In modeled data produced by calculation, the process
of which is described in Chapter 4, this is irrelevant because there is no system to
introduce a scaling factor a. However, it is important to note how sensitive this
analysis is to having the proper constant, and simulation can be used as illustration.
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
0.6
04
0.2
300 400 500 600 70 800 900 10
wavelength (nm)
300 400 50 600 700 B0 900 1000
wavelength (nm)
25
20
10
400 500 600 700 800 900 100(
wavelength (nm)
300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
wavelength (rnm)
Figure 6.10 - Data scaled by +5% (left column) and -5% (right column) and the resulting pN
and g' values derived by the constrained least-squares fitting procedure. Larger errors
produce more dramatic results. The fits here look better than the fits in Figure 6.7 because
there is a much smaller amount of hemoglobin included in these models. So, the hemoglobin
peak is still much less than the scattering values.
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Figure 6.10 broadly shows the differences in fitted data with the data scaled within
+/- 5% of the true reflectance. It is clear that even with this small error in scaling
constant, which is very likely to occur, large differences result in the X2 factor. Thus
it is important to use the correct scaling factor within a few percentage points for
experimental data. The fits here look much better than those in Figure 6.9 because a
smaller concentration of hemoglobin was used, so that the hemoglobin peak is much
less than the scattering coefficient, which is not the case in Figure 6.9.
6.2.2 Initial Source-Detector Separation Measurement
Although the change in source-detector separation is known very accurately as
it is measured by a micrometer, the initial source-detector separation (Pinitial) is subject
to measurement error as it is measured by a ruler and the human eye. It is important
to note to what degree this measurement must be accurate to obtain a good data fit. In
Figure 6.11, two sample sets are shown. At left are fits from reflectance data taken at
2mm, 4mm, and 6mm from the source. At right are fits from reflectance data taken at
5mm, 7mm, and 9mm from the source. Both have the initial source-detector distance
incorrectly estimated by 0.05mm, translating to a 2.5% error at left and a 1% error at
right. This 0.05 mm is well within the bounds of possible human error. It is clear
that this one slight error dramatically affects the accuracy of the fit, even in a
constrained fit.
It is interesting to note that as the error becomes a smaller percentage of the
Pinitial, the X2 values improve. However, regarding the derived g' shape, it is looks
like the fit is following the bounds of the constraints. This indicates that as the
source-detector distances change, different bounds may become important. Two
lessons can be derived from this data. First, it is crucial to have an accurate Pinitial
measurement. Second, it is important to experiment with several different constraint
values to obtain the most realistic fit
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Figure 6.11 - At left, an pinitia error of 0.05 mm has been used to derive the scattering and
absorption parameters from reflectance data taken at 2mm, 4mm, and 6mm. Constraints of
0.985 and 1.0007 have been used. At right, the same initial error is used in reflectance data
taken farther away, at 5mm, 7mm, and 9mm. From the X2 values, it looks as though the
increased distance, which makes the error a smaller percentage of the total distance, has
improved the fits. However, the shape of the resulting at,' curve indicates that the constraints
may be too strict, although they were not for the first data set. This is an indication of just how
interrelated all of the variables are.
6.2.3 Noise
It is important to note the affect of noise on the data. Noise was added to
reflectance data as follows: A simulated lamp spectrum IL (A) was created and noise
was added to it using the formula IL(A) = IL (A)+ randn * IL (A.) where randn is a
random number distributed in a gaussian fashion whose mean is zero and standard
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Figure 6.12 - Noisy lamp spectrum (at left) and noisy reflectance data (at right)
deviation is one. This noisy lamp spectrum is shown in Figure 6.12 (left). Next, the
reflectance data Is (X) was multiplied by the smooth lamp spectrum and noise was
added in the same fashion. Lastly, the noisy reflectance spectrum was divided by the
noisy lamp spectrum, R(A)= '-s ( (,) and the resulting reflectance is shown inI'2
Figure 6.12 (right). The noise is barely noticeable, and when fit in a constrained
manner using the same input parameters as the smooth data, the fit worsens slightly
but not significantly. For 1ta, X2 increases from 6.5x10-4 to 1.8x1IO-3 and for s' X2
increases from 5.811 to 9.119. This indicates that noise should not have a significant
effect on the fitting of experimental data.
Compounding several of the possible sources of error (which is likely to
happen experimentally), Figure 6.13 shows the results of a constrained fit on the
noisy reflectance data shown in Figure 6.12, with a 5% error in scaling constant and a
2.5% error in pinitial. It is clear that this results in quite a large change from the
expected fits, and illustrates just how sensitive the fitting procedure is to even very
small error.
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Figure 6.13 - Several potential errors compounded into one experiment. For the noisy reflectance
shown in figure 6.12, the scaling constant has been mis-estimated by +5% and the Pinitial by 2.5%.
The X2 values are, for ga and ps', 3.396 and 6560, as compared to 6.5x10-4 and 5.811 without noise
and these small errors.
6.3 Determining Unknown Tissue Parameters from Derived Data
Once a realistic a or gs' curve has been derived, it is important to be able to
look at it and determine the concentration of scattering or absorbing material that is
contained in the tissue or phantom. This is done by first assuming that the scatterers
are 1 gm beads and the concentration is unknown. The Mie scattering curve is fit to
the derived scattering coefficient curve in a least squares fitting procedure using the
Levenberg-Marquart algorithm in MATLAB to determine the best-fit concentration.
Next, the absorption is assumed to contain oxygenated hemoglobin and water, and the
theoretical absorption curve is fit in a similar least squares procedure to the derived ga
data, giving an estimated hemoglobin concentration. This procedure can easily be
expanded to include a wider variety of possible absorbers and particle scattering
sizes.
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6.4 Final Fitting Routine
As Sections 6.1 and 6.2 have shown, there are many variables well within the
parameters of reasonable error that have a large effect on the quality of the overall fit.
Short of obtaining perfect experimental data, the best way to deal with the problem is
to identify these particular parameters and give them error bars. In other words, a fit
should be run with these discussed parameters varied over a reasonable range, and
then the best fit should be determined from among them. The final fitting program
developed follows this protocol. MATLAB code for the program to derive the
system constant from known beads data is contained in Appendix II, and MATLAB
code to derive the absorption and scattering coefficients from data that includes
unknown quantities of absorbers and scatterers is included in Appendix III.
The general experimental procedure involves first creating a calibration
phantom with a known quantity of scatterers and absorbers. The best mixture for this
is simply latex beads in water. The data at various source-detector separations is then
taken and fit to the expected reflectance spectrum to determine a system constant.
The parameters that are varied in this expected reflectance spectrum include Pinitial and
number of points used. See Appendix II for the exact code.
Once the system constant is known, data is taken on phantoms with unknown
quantities and shapes of scatterers and absorbers. It is then fit to the diffusion
equation with a second program, shown in Appendix III. The parameters varied in
this program include Pinitial, the system constant, the initial inputs for ga and R,', and
the number of collection points used in the fit, and the upper and lower constraints on
The reflectance data is outputted from the CCD in a set of 1024 points.
However, because varying all of the above variables leads to many permutations, the
whole 1024 point data set is not fit. Instead, the reflectance data is reduced to a 100
point set by a spline procedure and the pa and gs' quantities are derived using a least
squares fitting procedure with a Levenberg-Marquardt fitting algorithm. This reduces
the required computation time by at least an order of magnitude. The derived ga and
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are then fit to Mie and absorption spectra to determine tissue parameters and the
x2 factor of how well they fit is computed. Other parameters are also computed. The
reflectance that results from these derived quantities is also computed and compared
to the original reflectance. Also the negativity of the ps' slope is computed since a
realistic g' curve will be mostly negatively sloped. A typical data fitting run has
several thousand of these fits. The best fit can be chosen based on a combination of
these parameters, the Pinitial, best number of fitting points, best constraints, and best
system constant are noted. Then with the optimal parameters, all 1024 points of the
original data set are fit to the diffusion equation and best-fit 9a and g' curves and
scatterer and absorber concentrations are determined.
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CHAPTER 7
Results of Reflectance Experiments
The ability to derive optical properties from tissue-like substances is
confirmed by obtaining experimental data that matches well with theory and that can
be resolved realistically into its component optical properties. A wavelength range of
approximately 400nm to 650 nm is used due to equipment considerations and a desire
to work with a realistic hemoglobin concentration, so that the experimental
wavelength and concentration leads to an analogous absorption to the proposed in
vivo wavelength range, as described in the beginning of Chapter 6. In future
experiments, a wavelength range in the optical window could be used to take data.
This section will review experimental data and the resulting analysis. Several
particulars of the fitting process, including constraints and initialization constants,
will be discussed and compared to the same aspects of modeled data. Lastly, the
accuracy of the derived information will be discussed and suggestions made for future
modifications to the procedure.
7.1 System Calibration
Confirmation that the experimental system and fitting algorithm work
correctly comes from reflectance data from a phantom containing beads and water. In
Figure 7.1, we see that the reflectance data from the beads is in quantitative
agreement with the predicted theory. A fit to the diffusion equation shows that even
though the reflectance lines do not match up perfectly, the derived absorption and
scattering curves are also in quantitative agreement with the expected results, as
shown in Figure 7.2. As is evident from the noise in Figure 7.2, this data was derived
with neither the absorption constrained to be above zero nor the scattering constrained
to follow a smooth, continuous curve. Consequently, the good quality of the fit
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Figure 7.1 - Reflectance data from a beads and water
solution, compared to theory for the same experiment.
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Figure 7.2 - Absorption and scattering derived from the reflectance data in Figure 7.1. The
fitting is not constrained, which is why several points in p are below zero. However, the data
seems to fit quite well to the predictions, indicating that the experiment is set up properly to take
data that matches theory.
indicates that the theory is in concert with the experimental apparatus, method, and
fitting procedure.
7.2 Experimental Data and Analysis
The first procedure in obtaining and analyzing experimental reflectance data
includes using a calibration phantom to obtain the system constant. In the particular
case described in this section, from a least-square fit to the experimental data, an
approximate system constant of 0.15 was established. This constant is used as a first
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approximation when fitting the experimental data that follows. A Pinitial of 0.48 cm
was also found and again is used as a first approximation for that parameter. In
Figure 7.3, the derived scattering and absorption coefficients for the calibration data
are shown.
X 10i U. theory and derived, for only beads and water
400 450 500 55
wavelength (nm)
S'theory and derived for only beads in water
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
0 600 650 400 450 500 550
wavelength (nm)
600 650
Figure 7.3 -Properties derived freely for a calibration phantom. It should be noted that some of
the derived absorption information falls below zero, which is unphysical, although the scattering
coefficient fits well. A system calibration constant of 0.15 was established.
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Figure 7.4 - Derived absorption and scattering properties plotted with theory. Absorber
concentration is found to be 0.034 g/L Hb and scatter concentration is found to be 0.72% beads.
The system scaling constant is 0.19.
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Next, two mixtures of latex beads, water, and hemoglobin are used, with one
solution containing twice as much hemoglobin as the first. No knowledge of
scattering and absorbing properties is assumed. The data is fit using the system
constant and Pinitial as determined from the calibration as initial inputs. Figure 7.4
shows the derived absorption and scattering, and their best-fit estimations of the
scatterer and absorber concentrations for the first set of data. Absorber concentration
is found to be 0.034 g/L Hb and scatterer concentration is found to be 0.72% beads.
The system scaling constant is 0.19. For the second set of data, shown in Figure 7.5,
the system scaling constant is also found to be 0.19, the concentration of absorbers to
be 0.064 g/L Hb, and the scatterers 0.7 1% beads.
60 1.4
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- - - theory
45 - derived from experimental data 1.2 - derived from experimental data
40 -
36
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Figure 7.5 - Derived absorption and scattering properties plotted with theory. Absorber
concentration is found to be 0.064 g/L Hb and scatter concentration is found to be 0.71% beads.
The system scaling constant is 0.19.
For both of these fits, the derived scattering and absorption properties were
then used as inputs to the diffusion equation to compare the resulting reflectances
with the experimental data. The reconstructed reflectance for the first set of data is
shown in Figure 7.6 (left) and the reconstructed reflectance for the second set of data
is shown on the right side of Figure 7.6. These fits will be discussed in more detail in
Section 7.5.
Since the phantoms are known to have the same scattering concentration and
the absorption coefficients are known to be related by a factor of two, the derived data
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can be checked for internal consistency as well as compared to the expected values.
Although the comparison to expected values is not very accurate, with values for the
system constant and hemoglobin concentration above 10%, the results from each of
the two solutions are remarkably consistent. The scaling constants and scattering
concentrations are identical, and the concentrations of hemoglobin are related by a
factor of 1.88. These results are summarized in Table 7.1.
Solution 1 Solution 2 Expected Deviation Deviation
from between
Expectation Solutions
Beads 0.72% 0.71% 0.67% <10% 1.4%
Hb Soln. 1 0.034 g/L 0.04g/L 15% 5.9%
Hb Soln 2 0.064 g/L 0.08 g/L 20% 5.9%
System 0.19 0.19 0.15 21% 0%
Constant
Table 7.1 - Derived and expected properties of phantoms. Although the error from expected values is
large for the phantoms containing hemoglobin, the deviation between solutions is minimal, showing
that the fit is consistent. The solutions were made with many of the same properties and so the derived
properties should be similar.
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Figure 7.6 - Reflectance curves created from the derived ga and p,' values in figures 7.4 and 7.5
are compared to the experimental data at left and right, respectively. This confirms that the fitting
algorithm has solved the diffusion equation correctly and that the derived values are appropriate
fits of the data to the diffusion equation.
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7.3 Investigation of Fitting Algorithm Properties
7.3.1 Constraints
We examine the bounds of the constraints, recalling that in Chapter 6,
constraints that were too tight led to a forced gs' curve, while loose enough
constraints allowed for the scattering curve to follow a natural path. Several different
values of minimum value constraints have used to fit the experimental data, and are
plotted in Figure 7.7 along with the appropriate normalized scattering curve. Each
data set is 100 pixels. It is shown that if the constraint is too tight, In Figure 7.7, left,
the constraint is so tight that the scattering curve does not fall within it, and it is
impossible for a correct gs' curve to result. On the other hand, if the constraints are
relaxed too much, as shown in Figure 7.7, right, the derived data seems to track the
lowest available value. With a middle value, (Figure 7.7, middle), the derived data
actually falls within the middle of the bounds and seems to freely follow the general
tangent of the scattering curve. All of the derived scattering coefficient sets,
however, do not look continuous, and obtaining a more realistic scattering coefficient
derivation is an aspect of this algorithm that can be addressed.
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7.3.2 Initial Inputs
As shown in Chapter 6, the initialization constant is very important. The same
constant is used for all wavelengths. Here, both the initial input for a and p,' have
0.7 1 1 901
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Figure 7.8 - Initial inputs for pt,' have been varied. It is clear that an input of 32 cm- results in a
smooth but very poor fit. Inputs of 35 cm-1 and 38 cm-1 have slight variations in their outcomes
but both appear to be reasonable. The actual s,' value at 390 nm is 35 cm-1.
been varied. In Figure 7.8, the initial input for g' is attempted at 32 cm-1, 35 cm-,
and 38 cm~1. As shown, the values obtained from the two higher inputs are very
similar, but from the low input both the scattering and absorption curves are
obviously incorrect and unphysical. This is a somewhat surprising result, because a
value of 32 cm~1 is close to the actual scattering value, 35 cm-1 at 390 nm.
In Figure 7.9, the initial inputs for ga have been varied. There is a definite
variation, expecially in the Soret and Q-bands of the hemoglobin (large and small
peaks). The scattering curves also vary by about 10%. Although these are certainly
measureable differences, they are not as dramatic as the one noted in Figure 7.8.
Overall, it can be concluded that although in most cases, the initialization constants
make a small difference in the results, in some cases they have a large affect on the
outcome in experimental data, and so should be monitored carefully.
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Figure 7.9 - Initial inputs for p, have been varied, with an effect most dramatically on the
scattering curve but also on the absorption curve.
7.4 Confirmation of Accuracy of Derived Quantities
To confirm the validity of derived a and -s' values, it is instructive to put
them back into the Farrell/Patterson/Wilson equation and check to see that the
predicted reflectance matches the experimental reflectance. In general this confirms
that the fit is mathematically correct. However, it is interesting to note that even in
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Figure 7.10 - Absorption and scattering curves that have been freely derived from reflectance data
by the diffusion equation. It is clear with the discontinuities that these curves are unphysical.
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the case of scattering and absorption curves that clearly are not physically correct, as
shown in Figure 7.10, as inputs to the diffusion equation they produce the correct
reflectance. Putting together the derivations in Figure 7.10 leads to the excellent fit in
Figure 7.11. This shows that, technically, the fitting algorithm is working correctly,
and 9a and g,' that satisfy the conditions of the data and the equation have been
found. It shows that even though the algorithm is correct, additional knowledge must
be considered to determine if the quantities are correct, and this is in part why the
constraints have been established.
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Figure 7.11 - Putting the derived quantites in Figure
7.10 back into the diffusion equation for the same
parameters as the experiment, it is shown that the
result is reflectance curves exactly like those found
experimentally. This shows that although the curves
in Figure 7.10 are unphysical, they are technically
correct solutions to the diffusion equation.
7.5 Areas for Further Development
One of the most difficult parts in fitting unknown data with this particular
algorithm is determining what particular fit is correct, since set of data may be fit
thousands of times with subtle variations in system constant, initialization constants,
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Pinitial, and other values. Several parameters are currently used, including negativity
of the scattering curve and fit to known curve shapes. A good way to add to this body
of information may be to correlate several sets of data taken on the same machine.
For example, of several possible good fits, the ones with the most similar system
properties, such as system constant and Pinitial could be chosen.
Further, it is also difficult to determine, once that data has been chosen, what
are the correct scatterer and absorber concentrations. Currently, to determine this, the
fitting algorithm uses a simple least squares fit. As shown in Figure 7.5, neither the
large nor small hemoglobin peaks are fit perfectly. It is known that the experimental
data is generally less reliable around the large soret band, so it would an improvement
to focus on obtaining a good fit in the 500nm to 600 nm wavelength region instead.
An even better feature to use to determine the accuracy of the fit would be the
water feature between 900 nm and 1000 nm. Regardless of the concentration of
hemoglobin, the water feature always exhibits the same absorption magnitude. If the
derived absorption curve fits the known water feature well, it can be assumed that
there is no systematic over or under-estimation of the absorption coefficient, and
presumably, the scattering coefficient. The derived absorption coefficient could then
be considered to be the best fit and the concentration of hemoglobin contained in the
sample could be derived with even greater confidence. A recommendation for future
experiments, then, would be to use a wavelength range including 900 nm - 1000 nm.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions
8.1 General Summary
The work presented in this thesis is part of a larger project designed to monitor
and diagnose Alzheimer's disease non-invasively in vivo using spatially resolved near
infra-red reflectance and fluorescence spectroscopy, as described in Chapter 1. While the
diagnosis and monitoring is done using fluorescence, the scattering and absorption
properties change the fluorescence shape, and so these properties must be determined
first by using reflectance. In this body of work, a protocol and algorithm for deriving the
scattering and absorption coefficients for a spatially resolved reflectance apparatus was
developed, characterized, and tested. In models with tissue-like properties, this protocol
and algorithm works to derive the appropriate scattering and absorption information.
This step, combined with fluorescence work, will help realize the goal of creating a
workable instrument.
8.2 Areas for Further Examination
Specific areas for further development with regard to the fitting algorithm have
been discussed in Chapter 7.6. However, some suggestions for improvement to the
experimental apparatus will be made here, and suggestions for future experiments to
further elucidate the properties of light propagation in spatially resolved manner will be
discussed.
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8.2.1 Improvements to Experimental Apparatus
One of the largest sources of error, as discussed previously, is the difficulty of
obtaining an accurate measurement of Pinitial. To mitigate these effects, the current fitting
algorithm consumes significant computation time. A further source of error is possible
changes in the lamp or background spectrum as subsequent measurements are taken. An
experimental change that could solve both of these problems would be a probe with the
delivery and collection fibers fixed in place, with set distances, as used by Nichols and
Doornbos [1, 2]. In this way, with one exposure and collection cycle, data from many
different locations could be collected simultaneously. Nichols and Doornbos use circular
probes, with collection fibers spread radially from the delivery fiber. This could create a
problem in a non-uniform sample such as a human head, where substances of different
properties might be very close to each other. However, this sort of design could easily be
modified such that the collection fibers were located in a straight line away from the
delivery fiber, as the experimental setup is now. A probe like this would also ensure
uniformity of data between runs and help keep the system constant consistent.
Additionally, any future experimentation should encompass a wavelength range through
1000 nm, so that the water feature between 900 and 1000 nm can be used for calibration.
8.2.2 Suggestions for Future Experiments
One of the next issue which will need to be explored is the exact geometry of light
propagation in tissue. This is crucial because the premise of the NIR fluorescence
method is that the light delivered to the surface of the human head can reach layers of
grey matter, and that the signals can exit the tissue without being completely attenuated.
An experiment has been proposed to determine the exact nature of light travel in a
phantom for the spatially resolved apparatus described in Chapter 5. The source and
detector fibers will be set a certain distance apart. A mask will be placed in the liquid
sample, completely blocking the light path between the two fibers, except for a small
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window. This window will then be translated in three dimensions, and the light that
reaches the detector when the window is in each of these positions will be recorded.
Regarding the protocol and algorithm for determining the optical properties of a
substrate for a spatially resolved geometry, several more experiments should be run.
First, it would be useful to use solid instead of liquid phantoms. These would perhaps
simulate the properties of tissues better, since solid phantoms are not always entirely
homogenous, and human tissue is certainly not homogeneous. Next, either solid or liquid
phantoms containing fluorescence should be analyzed, to determine whether the optical
properties can still be derived, and to examine the affect of the surrounding tissue
properties on fluorescence
The next big step, after the creation of a clinical instrument, would be to take
reflectance and fluorescence data on subjects post mortem, to determine whether the
differentiation between normal and Alzheimer's diseased tissue could be done through
the scattering and absorbing layers, and if the scattering and absorption could be properly
accounted for using the algorithm developed here. [3]
If the differentiation in subjects is accomplished, then further study could be done
on Alzheimer's tissue to elucidate the biochemical roots of the differences in such
fluorescence spectra. Understanding and being able to derive the optical and fluorescent
properties from such tissue in vivo would ultimately result in the instrument desired, and
in a method to non-invasively diagnose monitor the biochemical processes of
Alzheimer's disease using NIR spectroscopy.
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Appendix I
MATLAB code for freely deriving ga and [L' from reflectance data:
%spectrafittingalbedo(data)
%The table of data we start with must be in a specific form
%Each column represents a different collection distance (rho) [cm]
%while each row represents a particular wavelength
%page 1:
% reflectance_1 reflectance_2 reflectance_3
% reflectance_4 reflectance_5 reflectance_6
% reflectance_7 reflectance_8 reflectance_9
%page 2, cm units:
% rhol rho2 rho3
% 0 0 0
% 0 0 0
% output (1/cm) units:
% ua(lambdal) us'(lambdal)
I ua(lambda2) us'(lambda2)
% ua(lambda3) us' (lambda3)
% etc. etc.
% The procedure used, to fit to the diffusion equation, is
%"lsqcurvefit" which is a MATLAB procedure found in the optimization
%toolbox.
%the inputs are lsqcurvef it (function,xO,xdata,ydata), where
%"function" is the general equation we are trying to fit to,
%containing several variables that we might be trying to
%determine. These variables are contained in the vector x.
%"xO" is our guess for these variables.
%"xdata" is the independent data gathered in our experiments
%(rho, in this case), and "ydata" is the dependent data gathered
%in our experiments (reflectances at the given wavelength, in
%this case) . "xdata" and "ydata" are both vectors.
%last modified 2/28/02 by Julie Zeskind
function [out] =spectrafittingalbedo (matrix)
%first, get the starting point for the answer -- x0
mua=input('what is your guess for mua in 1/cm ? ');
mu_s-prime = input ('what is your guess for mu_s_prime in 1/cm ? ');
x0=[mua mu_sprime];
%assess the dimensions of this matrix
s=size (matrix);
rows=s (1);
columns=s (2);
%create a matrix to put the answers in:
a=zeros(rows-1,2);
%now, pick out the rho data from the second page of matrix (it will be the xdata)
p=matrix(1, :,2);
%next,get the rows of the matrix, which is the ydata
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for j = 1:rows
ydata=matrix(j,:,1);
%do the actual computation, forcing the results to be positive
result=lsqcurvef it ('f ittingdiffeqreflalbedo' , xO,p,ydat a);
%put the results into a
a(j, :)=result;
end
out=a;
This fitting code depends on this additional program:
%this function is the diffusion equation in the form accepted by the lsqcurvefit
%least squares fitting program in MATLAB, with the variables mu a and mu s'
%as elements in a vector.
function F=fittingdiffeqreflalbedo(x,p)
% p = xdata rho input data -- it's a vector
x(l) = mu_a
x(2) = mus'
Reff=0.43;
D=1./(3.*(x(l) + x(2)));
zO=1./(x(2) + x(1));
zb=2.*D.*(l+Reff)./(l-Reff);
rl=sqrt(zO.^2 + p.^2);
r2=sqrt((zO+2.*zb).^2 + p.^2);
mueff=sqrt(3.*x(l)*(x(l) + x(2)));
albedo=x(2)/(x(l) + x(2));
F=(albedo/(4*pi)).*(zO.*(mu eff+(1./rl)).*(1./(rl.^2)).*exp(-
mu-eff.*rl)+(z+2.*zb) .*(mu-eff+(1./r2)) .*(1./(r2.^2)) .*exp(-mu-eff.*r2));
The fitting program that puts constraints on the values of pa and g,' is included next.
It has almost the exact same structure as the program without constraints.
function (out] =spectrafittingalbedorestrict (matrix)
%first, get the starting point for the answer -- xO
mu-a=input('what is your guess for mu a in 1/cm ? ');
mu_s-prime = input ('what is your guess for mu-s_prime in 1/cm ? ');
xo= [mu-a mu s_prime];
%assess the dimensions of this matrix
s=size (matrix);
rows=s (1);
columns=s (2);
%create a matrix to put the answers in:
a=zeros(rows-1,2);
%now, pick out the rho data from the second page of matrix (it will be the xdata)
p=matrix(1, :,2);
%next,get the rows of the matrix, which is the ydata
for j = 1:rows
ydata=matrix(j,:,1);
if j==1
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result=lsqcurvef it( 'f ittingdiffeqreflalbedo' , xO,p,ydata) ;
else %do the actual computation, forcing the results to be positive
result=lsqcurvefit ( 'fittingdiffeqreflalbedo' ,xO,p,ydata, [0 .985*answers (j-
1,2)], [3 1.0007*answers(j-1,2)]);
end
%put the results into a
answers(j,:)=result;
end
The MATLAB description of the least squares fitting routine lsqcurvefit is included
below:
lsqcurvefit
Solve nonlinear curve-fitting (data-fitting) problems in the least-squares sense. That is, given input data xdata, and the
observed output ydata, find coefficients x that "best-fit" the equation F(x, xdata)
mit]
X
1 1] F(x ,xdat a) - yd ata = S(F(x, xdat a, ) - y dat ai )*
where xdata and ydata are vectors and F(x, xdata) is a vector valued function.
Syntax
x = lsqcurvefit(fun,xO,xdata,ydata)
Description
lsqcurvefit solves nonlinear data-fitting problems. lsqcurvefit requires a user-defined function to compute the vector-
valued function F(x, xdata). The size of the vector returned by the user-defined function must be the same as the size
of ydata.
x = lsqcurvefit(fun,xO,xdata,ydata) starts at x and finds coefficients x to best fit the nonlinear function fun(x,xdata)
to the data ydata (in the least-squares sense). ydata must be the same size as the vector (or matrix) F returned by fun
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Appendix II
Matlab code for final fitting program for determining constants
function out=findsystemconstant(percentbeadsvol, hb, hbo2, w, pstartvector, pstep,
number rhos, filename, ext, xstart, xend, ambient, lamp, lampambient, calib,
secondscollected, toprowvector,bottomrowvector)
%1. ANALYZE RAW DATA TO GET REFLECTANCE
%determine first file name
file=sprintf('%s', filename, int2str(xstart) .',ext);
test=load(file);
sizefile=size (test);
rows=sizefile(1,2)-2;
cols=(xend - xstart + 1);
data=zeros(rows,cols);
ambientpicture=load (ambient);
lampambientpicture=load (lampambient);
lampdata=load (lamp);
loop=1;
for i=xstart:xend
file=sprintf(%s', filename, int2str(i),'.',ext);
rawimage=load(file);
correctedimage=rawimage-ambientpicture;
image=correctedimage (:,3:1026);
signal=sum(image(55:256,:));
rawreference=sum(image(1:20,:));
%remove zeros in reference
reference=zeros(1,rows);
for j=l:rows
if rawreference(1,j)==0;
reference(1,j)=1;
else reference(1,j)=rawreference(1,j);
end
end
correctedsignal = signal;% ./ reference;
data(:,loop)=(correctedsignal)';
loop=loop+l;
end
correctedlamp=lampdata-lampambientpicture;
lampimage=correctedlamp (:, 3: 1026);
rawlampsignal=sum(lampimage(55:256,:));
lampsignal=zeros (l,rows);
for j=l:rows
if rawlampsignal(1,j)==0;
lampsignal(,j)=l;
else lampsignal(l,j)=rawlampsignal(l,j);
end
end
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rawlampreference=sum(lampimage(1:20,:));
lampreference=zeros(l,rows);
for j=l:rows
if rawlampreference(1,j)==0;
lampreference(1,j)=1;
else lampreference(l,j)=rawlampreference(1,j);
end
end
correctedlampsignal = lampsignal ;%./ lampreference;
lampmatrix=repmat(correctedlampsignal',1,cols);
analyzeddata=(data./lampmatrix)./secondscollected;
%2 Stretch theory vector bases to length of data vectors
%calibration for theory:
calibsim= [300:(1000-300)/350:1000];
%create beads data
%basically, I have the data scaled to 0.2% beads:
xOp2beads = [351 elements]
%expand
expandedxOp2beads=interpl(calibsim,xOp2beads,calib,'spline');
%now we just need to change the scaling
musprime = (percentbeadsvol/0.2)*expandedxap2beads;
%create absorption data
%these are the extinction coefficients for hb and hbo2 from 300-1000 nm ( elements),
(1/(cm*M))units
ehb_300_1knm =[351 elements]
%expand
expandedehb_300_1knm =interpl(calibsim,ehb_300_lknm,calib,'spline');
%next
ehbo2 300_1knm =[351 elements]
%expand
expandedehbo2_300_1knm =interpl(calibsim,ehbo2_300_1knm,calib,'spline');
%this is the ua for water for 300-1000 nm (1/cm units), elements
uah2o_300_1knm =[351 elements]
%expand
expandeduah2o_300_lknm =interpl(calibsim,uah2o_300_lknm,calib, spline');
%3 cut the size of this to -100 data points to make fitting way easier
sampleddata=interpft(analyzeddata,100,1);
sampledcalib=interpft(calib,100);
sampledxop2beads=interpft(expandedxOp2beads,100,2);
sampledehb_300_lknm=interpft(expandedehb_300_lknm,100,2);
sampledehbo2_300_lknm=interpft(expandedehbo2_300_lknm,100,2);
sampleduah2o_300_1knm=interpft(expandeduah2o_300_lknm,100,2);
sampleduah2o_300_lknmprime=sampledua-h2o_300_lknm';
sizesampledxop2beads=size(sampledxOp2beads);
sampledmu_s_prime = (percentbeadsvol/0.2)*sampledxOp2beads;
%4 Iteratively:
sizerhovector=size(pstart vector);
sizetopvector=size(toprowvector);
sizebottomvector=size(bottomrowvector);
topsize=max(sizetopvector);
bottomsize=max(sizebottomvector);
%check for overlap between top and bottom row vectors
count=0;
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for t=1:topsize
for u=l:bottomsize
topline=toprowvector(:,t);
bottomline=bottomrowvector(:,u);
if topline < bottomline
count=count+1;
elseif topline >= bottomline
count=count;
end
end
end
rowcombos=count;
iterations=max(sizerhovector);
sizeanalyzeddata=size(sampleddata);
rows=sizeanalyzeddata(1,1);
cols=sizeanalyzeddata(1,2);
numberfits=iterations*rowcombos;
datatable=zeros(rows,6,numberfits);
loop=1;
for n=l:iterations
for r=1:topsize
for s=1:bottomsize
pinitial=p_startvector(:,n);
conchbo2=hbo2;
topline=toprowvector(:,r);
bottomline=bottomrowvector(:,s);
if topline >= bottomline
julie=2;
elseif topline < bottomline
%4.1 calculate theory, remember to cut rho and theory
% output is the ua curve in the range 300-1000 nm,
sampledmua = (2.303/66500)*(sampledehb_300_lknm*hb
+ (w*sampledua-h2o_300_lknm);
%now put it all together in the diffusion equation:
% create a p (rho) vector
pend=p_initial+ (pstep*(numberrhos-1));
p = [p initial : pstep : pend];
% Create a 3-D matrix to put the reflectance curves
% the data -- rows represent wavelength and columns
I second page is to dump the p's in so a person can
* corresponds to which p (rho).
sizeus = size(sampledmu_s_prime);
sizep = size(p);
rows = max(sizeus);
cols = max(sizep);
theory = zeros (rows, cols, 2);
with steps of 2 nm, 1/cm units
+ sampledehbo2_300_lknm*conchbo2)
in. The first page is
different rhos. The
identify which column
- we increment a 'for' loop for each element in the rho (p) vector
for i = 1:cols
% define parts of the diffusion equation
Reff=0.43;
D=1./(3.*(sampledmua + sampledmu_s_prime));
zo=l./(sampledmu-s_prime + sampledmua);
zb=2.*D.*(l+Reff)./(l-Reff);
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rl=sqrt(zO.^2 + (p(l,i))^2);
r2=sqrt((zO+2.*zb).^2 + (p(l,i))^2);
mueff=sqrt(3.*sampledmu a.*(sampledmua + sampledmu-s_prime));
albedo=sampledmu_s_prime./(sampledmu-a + sampledmu-s_prime);
*do computation
reflectance=(albedo/(4*pi)).*(zo.*(mu eff+(l./rl)).*(l./(rl.^2)).*exp(-
mu-eff.*rl)+(zO+2.*zb).*(mu-eff+(I./r2)).*(l./(r2.^2)).*exp(-mueff.*r2));
%place the answer in the appropriate column of matrix first page
theory(:,i,l) = reflectance;
%place rho in the appropriate column in the second page of matrix
theory(l,i,2) = p(l,i);
end
cutexpandedtheory=theory(:,topline:bottomline,:);
size cutexpandedtheory=size(cutexpandedtheory);
cutanalyzeddata=sampleddata(:,topline:bottomline);
sizecutanalyzeddata=size(cutanalyzeddata);
%4.2 find C
guess=0.1;
f=inline('x()*xdata','x','xdata');
scalingconstant=lsqcurvefit(f,guess,cutanalyzeddata,cutexpandedtheory(:,:,1));
scaleddata=scalingconstant*cutanalyzeddata;
%4.3 fit scaled data to diffusion equation
%find guesses
mu-a guess=(1.01*max(sampledmua));
musjprimeguess= (1. 01*max (sampledmu s_prime));
%first, get the starting point for the answer -- xO
xo=[mu_aguess mu_s_primeguess];
sizescaleddata=size (scaleddata);
%assess the dimensions of this matrix
rows=sizescaleddata(1);
columns=sizescaleddata(2);
%create a matrix to put the answers in:
answers=zeros(rows-1,2);
%p data has already been created and possibly modified
p_cut=p(:,topline:bottomline);
%next,get the rows of the matrix, which is the ydata
for m = 1:rows
ydata=scaleddata(m,:);
%do the actual computation, forcing the results to be positive
result=lsqcurvefit('fittingdiffeqreflalbedo',xO,p_cut,ydata);
%put the results into a
answers(m,:)=result;
end
%4.4 calculate weighted residuals
sizemua=size(sampledmua);
sizeanswers=size(answers);
mu-a-residualvector=(sampledmu_a'-answers(:,l));
weighted mu a res=mu a residualvector./sampledmu a';
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mu_a_statistic=abs(sum(weighted_mu_a_res));
muspresidualvector= (sampledmu_s prime -answers :,2))
weighted-mu-spres=mu-sp_residualvector. /sampledmu_s_prime';
muspstatistic=abs (sum (weighted mu sp_res));
totalresidual=mu_a_statistic+mu-spstatistic;
%4.5 put weighted residuals, answers, parameters into table
datatable(1,1,loop)=totalresidual;
datatable(1,2,loop)=pinitial; %this
datatable(1,3,loop)=topline;
datatable(1,4,loop)=bottomline;
datatable(:,5:6,loop)=answers;
datatable(1,7,loop)= scalingconstant;
loop=loop+l
end
end
end
end
t5 Locate lowest residuals
is pinitial
minres=min(datatable(1,1,:));
bestpage=find(datatable(1,1,:)==minres);
%5.5 redo process for all wavelengths of best fit
topline=datatable(1,3,bestpage);
bottomline=datatable(1,4,bestpage);
p_initial=datatable(1,2,bestpage);
conchbo2=hbo2;
%6.1 calculate theory, remember to cut rho and theory
% output is the ua curve in the range 300-1000 nm, with steps of 2 nm, 1/cm units
mu-a = (2.303/66500)*(expandedehb_300_lknm*hb + expandedehbo2_300_lknm*conchbo2) +
(w*expandedua_h2o_300_1knm);
%now put it all together in the diffusion equation:
* create a p (rho) vector
p-end=p-initial+(pstep*(numberrhos-1));
p = [p initial : pstep : p end);
* Create a 3-D matrix to put the reflectance curves
* the data -- rows represent wavelength and columns
% second page is to dump the p's in so a person can
1 corresponds to which p (rho).
sizeus = size(mu_s_prime);
sizep = size(p);
rows = max(sizeus);
cols = max(sizep);
theory = zeros (rows, cols, 2);
in. The first page is
different rhos. The
identify which column
% we increment a 'for' loop for each element in the rho (p) vector
for i = 1:cols
* define parts of the diffusion equation
Reff=0.43;
D=1./(3.*(mua + mu_s_prime));
zO=1./(mu_s_prime + mua);
zb=2.*D.*(l+Reff)./(l-Reff);
rl=sqrt(zO.'2 + (p(l,i))^2);
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r2=sqrt((zO+2.*zb).^2 + (p(l,i))^2);
mueff=sqrt(3.*mu a.*(mu_a + mu-s_prime));
albedo=mu_s_prime./(mua + mu-s-prime);
%do computation
reflectance=(albedo/(4*pi)).*(zO.*(mueff+(l./rl)).*(l./(rl.^2)).*exp(-
mu-eff.*rl)+(zO+2.*zb).*(mu-eff+(./r2)).*(l./(r2.^2)).*exp(-mu-eff.*r2));
%place the answer in the appropriate column of matrix first page
theory(:,i,l) = reflectance;
%place rho in the appropriate column in the second page of matrix
theory(1,i,2) = p(1,i);
end
cutexpandedtheory=theory(:,topline:bottomline,:);
sizecutexpandedtheory=size(cutexpandedtheory);
cutanalyzeddata=analyzeddata(:,topline:bottomline);
sizecutanalyzeddata=size(cutanalyzeddata);
%6.2 find C
guess=0.1;
f=inline('x()*xdata','x','xdata');
scalingconstant=lsqcurvefit (f,guess,cutanalyzeddata, cutexpandedtheory(:, ,1));
scaleddata=scalingconstant*cutanalyzeddata;
%6.3 fit scaled data to diffusion equation
%find guesses
%reshapedmua=interpl(calibsim,mua,calib, 'spline');
%reshapedmusprime=interpl(calibsim,mu s_prime,calib, 'spline');
mu-a-guess= (1.01*max(sampledmu_a));
mu_s_primeguess=(1.01*max(sampledmu s_prime));
%first, get the starting point for the answer -- xO
xo= [mu_aguess mu s_primeguess];
sizescaleddata=size(scaleddata);
%assess the dimensions of this matrix
rows=sizescaleddata(1);
columns=sizescaleddata(2);
%create a matrix to put the answers in:
answers=zeros(rows-1,2);
%p data has already been created and possibly modified
pcut=p(:,topline:bottomline);
%next,get the rows of the matrix, which is the ydata
for m = 1:rows
ydata=scaleddata(m,:);
%do the actual computation, forcing the results to be positive
result=lsqcurvefit ( 'fittingdiffeqreflalbedo' ,xO,p_cut,ydata, [0 0], [inf inf3);
%put the results into a
answers(m,:)=result;
end
%7 Plot out answers, keep record of data, parameters, and answer of lowest residual
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%and keep all data in general
figure
plot(calib,mua,'r')
hold
plot(calib,answers(:,l))
axis([min(calib) max(calib) 0 1])
axis 'auto y'
legend ('theory','derived')
title(['u a theory and derived, p initial=',num2str(datatable(1,2,bestpage))I)
xlabel('wavelength (nm) ')
ylabel('u_a (1/cm) ')
figure
plot(calib,mu_s_prime,'r')
hold
plot(calib,answers(:,2))
axis([min(calib) max(calib) 0 1])
axis 'auto y'
legend('theory', 'derived')
title(['u_s" theory and derived, p initial=',num2str(datatable(1,2,bestpage))])
x1abel('wavelength (nm) ')
ylabel('u_s" (1/cm)')
%best hb concentration= datatable(1,3,bestpage)
best_p-initial=datatable(1,2,bestpage)
appropriate scalingconstant=datatable (1, 7,bestpage)
page=bestpage
linefirst=datatable(:,3,bestpage);
linelast=datatable(:,4,bestpage);
lines=[linefirst:linelast]
out=datatable;
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Appendix III
Matlab code for deriving ga and gs' from experimental data.
function [datatable, answers, bestpageprelim,
analyzeddata] =resolveparametersvectors (uspguess vector,ua_guess vector,
pstart vector, pstep, numberrhos, filename, ext, xstart, xend, ambient, lamp,
lampambient, calib, secondscollected, constantvector,toplinevector,bottomlinevector,
lowerlimit,upperlimit)
%1. ANALYZE RAW DATA TO GET REFLECTANCE
%extra
calibsim=[300:(1000-300)/350:1000];
tcreate beads data
tbasically, I have the data scaled to 0.2t beads:
xop2beads=[351 elements]
%expand
expandedxop2beads=interpl(calibsim,xOp2beads,calib,'spline');
know we just need to change the scaling
tcreate absorption data
%these are the extinction coefficients for hb and hbo2 from 300-1000 nm ( elements),
(1/(cm*M))units
ehb 300_1knm = [351 elements];
%expand
expandedehb_300_1knm =interpl(calibsim,ehb_300_lknm,calib, 'spline');
%next
ehbo2_300_1knm = [351 elements];
texpand
expandedehbo2_300_1knm =interpl(calibsim,ehbo2_300_1knm,calib, 'spline');
*this is the ua for water for 300-1000 nm (1/cm units), elements
uah2o_300_1knm =[351 elements];
%expand
expandeduah2o_300_lknm =interpl(calibsim,uah2o_300_lknm,calib,'spline');
expandeduah2o_300_lknmprime=expandeduah2o_300_lknm';
tdetermine first file name
file=sprintf('%s', filename, int2str(xstart), .',ext);
test=load(file);
sizefile=size (test);
rows=sizefile(1,2)-2;
cols=(xend - xstart + 1);
data=zeros(rows,cols);
ambientpicture=load (ambient);
lampambientpicture=load(lampambient);
lampdata=load (lamp);
loop=1;
for i=xstart:xend
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file=sprintf('%s', filename, int2str(i),'.',ext);
rawimage=load(file);
correctedimage=rawimage-ambientpicture;
image=correctedimage(:,3:1026);
signal=image;
correctedsignal = signal;% ./ reference;
data(:,loop)=(correctedsignal)';
loop=loop+l;
end
correctedlamp=lampdata-lampambientpicture;
lampimage=correctedlamp(:,3:1026);
rawlampsignal=sum(lampimage(55:256,:));
lampsignal=zeros(1,rows);
for j=l:rows
if rawlampsignal(l,j)==0;
lampsignal(1,j)=1;
else lampsignal(l,j)=rawlampsignal(l,j);
end
end
rawlampreference=sum(lampimage(1:20,:));
lampreference=zeros(l,rows);
for j=l:rows
if rawlampreference(1,j)==0;
lampreference(1,j)=1;
else lampreference(l,j)=rawlampreference(l,j);
end
end
correctedlampsignal = lampsignal ;%./ lampreference;
lampmatrix=repmat(correctedlampsignal',l,cols);
analyzeddata=(data./lampmatrix)*(1/secondscollected);
%1.2 cut the size of this to -100 data points to make fitting way easier
sampleddata=interpft(analyzeddata,100,1);
sampledcalib=interpft(calib,100);
%2. Iteratively mult data by c, fit w/ varied guesses, rhos, lines
sizerhovector=size(pstart vector);
sizetopvector=size(toplinevector);
sizebottomvector=size(bottomlinevector);
topsize=max(sizetopvector);
bottomsize=max(sizebottomvector);
%check for overlap between top and bottom row vectors
count=0;
for t=l:topsize
for u=l:bottomsize
topline=toplinevector(:,t);
bottomline=bottomlinevector(:,u);
if topline < bottomline
count=count+1;
elseif topline >= bottomline
count=count;
end
end
end
rowcombos=count;
numberrhos=max(sizerhovector);
sizelowerlimit=size(lowerlimit);
sizeupperlimit=size(upperlimit);
numlowerlimit=max(sizelowerlimit);
numupperlimit=max(sizeupperlimit);
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sizeuspguess=size(usp guess vector);
sizeuaguess=size(ua guess vector);
numuspguesses=max(sizeuspguess);
numuaguesses=max(sizeuaguess);
sizeconstvector=size(constantvector);
numconstants=max(sizeconstvector);
sizeanalyzeddata=size(sampleddata);
rows=sizeanalyzeddata(1,1);
cols=sizeanalyzeddata(1,2);
numberfits=numberrhos*rowcombos*numuspguesses*numuaguesses*numconstants*numlowerlimit*
numupperlimit;
datatable=zeros(rows,13,numberfits);
sampledxOp2beads=interpft (expandedxOp2beads, 100,2);
sampledehb_300_lknm=interpft(expandedehb_300_lknm,100,2);
sampledehbo2_300_lknm=interpft(expandedehbo2_300_lknm,100,2);
sampleduah2o_300_lknm=interpft(expandeduah2o_300_lknm,100,2);
sampleduah2o_300_lknmprime=sampledua-h2o_300_lknm';
sizesampledxOp2beads=size(sampledxOp2beads);
%2.1 Iterate
loop=1;
for n=1:numberrhos
for r=1:topsize
for s=1:bottomsize
for p=1:numuspguesses
for q=l:numuaguesses
for t=l:numconstants
for w=l:numlowerlimit
for z=l:numupperlimit
p_initial=pstartvector(:,n);
topline=toplinevector(:,r);
bottomline=bottomlinevector(:,s);
if topline >= bottomline
julie=2;
elseif topline < bottomline
%create appropriate rho vector
p-end=pinitial+ (pstep* (numberrhos-1));
pwhole = [p initial : pstep : p_end]
%cut data
p_cut=pwhole(:,topline:bottomline);
cutanalyzeddata=sampleddata(:,topline:bottomline);
sizecutanalyzeddata=size (cutanalyzeddata);
!scale data
scalingconstant=constant vector(:,t);
scaleddata=scalingconstant*cutanalyzeddata;
%fit scaled data to diffusion equation
%find guesses
mu a guess=uaguess vector(:,q);
mu_s_primeguess=uspguess vector(:,p);
%first, get the starting point for the answer -- xC
xo=[mu a-guess mu_s_primeguess];
sizescaleddata=size(scaleddata);
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%assess the dimensions of this matrix
rows=sizescaleddata(l);
columns=sizescaleddata(2);
%create a matrix to put the answers in:
answers=zeros(rows-1,2);
%next,get the rows of the matrix, which is the ydata
for m = 1:rows
ydata=scaleddata(m,:);
if m==l
result=lsqcurvefit('fittingdiffeqreflalbedo',xO,pcut,ydata);
else
%do the actual computation, forcing the results to be positive
result=lsqcurvefit('fittingdiffeqreflalbedo',xO,p_cut,ydata, [0
lowerlimit(1,w)*answers(m-1,2)], [3 upperlimit(1,z)*answers(m-1,2)]);
end
%put the results into a
answers(m,:)=result;
end
%B. Fit for each set of answers
%now find the appropriate constants
%mu_s-prime = (percentbeadsvol/0.2)*expandedxOp2beads;
beadsbasis=sampledxOp2beads/0.2;
%mu a = (2.303/66500)*(expandedehb_300_lknm*hb + expandedehbo2_300_lknm*conchbo2) +
(w*expandeduah2o_300_lknm);
guess=0.65;
guess2= 0.085
beadfcn=inline('x(l)*xdatal, 'x','xdata');
absfcn=inline('x(l)*(2.303/66500)*xdatal,'x','xdata');
%sizedatatable=size(datatable);
%numberpages=sizedatatable(1,3);
percentbeadsvol=lsqcurvef it (beadfcn,guess,beadsbasis',answers(: ,2));
hbo2conc=lsqcurvef it (absfcn,guess2,sampledehbo2_300_lknm', (answers(:, 1) -
sampleduah2o_300_lknmprime));
theorymusp=(percentbeadsvol/0.2)*sampledxop2beads;
theorymua=(2.303/66500)*(sampledehbo2_300_lknm*hbo2conc) + (sampledua-h2o_300_lknm);
%C. Calculate residual between the two
residuall= (theorymusp' -answers(:, 2)) ./theorymusp';
residual2=sum(residuall);
statistic_3=abs(residual2);
residual3=(theorymua'-answers(:,1))./theorymua';
residual4=sum(residual3);
statistic_4=abs(residual4);
final statistic=statistic_3+statistic_4;
%D. Place new residual in new place(col 11)
datatable(1,11,loop)=final statistic;
%3. take resolved ua and usp and put back into diffusion equation
mu-a=answers(:,l);
mu_s_prime=answers(:,2);
% Create a 3-D matrix to put the reflectance curves in. The first page is
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% the data -- rows represent wavelength and columns different rhos. The
% second page is to dump the p's in so a person can identify which column
% corresponds to which p (rho).
sizeus = size(mu_sprime);
sizep = size(pcut);
rows = max(sizeus);
cols = max(sizep);
reconstruction = zeros (rows, cols, 2);
% we increment a 'for' loop for each element in the rho (p) vector
for i = 1:cols
% define parts of the diffusion equation
Reff=0.43;
D=1./(3.*(mu_a + mu-s_prime));
zO=l./(mu-s_prime + mu_a);
zb=2.*D.*(l+Reff)./(l-Reff);
rl=sqrt(zO.A2 + (pcut(l,i))^2);
r2=sqrt((zO+2.*zb).^2 + (p_cut(l,i))^2);
mueff=sqrt(3.*mua.*(mua + mu-sprime));
albedo=mu-s_prime./(mu-a + mu-s_prime);
%do computation
reflectance=(albedo/(4*pi)).*(zO.*(mueff+(l./r)).*(l./(rl.^2)).*exp(-
mu-eff.*rl)+(zO+2.*zb).*(mu eff+(1./r2)).*(1./(r2.^2)).*exp(-mu-eff.*r2));
%place the answer in the appropriate column of matrix first page
reconstruction(:,i,1) = reflectance;
%place rho in the appropriate column in the second page of matrix
reconstruction(l,i,2) = p_cut(l,i);
end
%4. determine residual for original reflectance and plugged in reflectance
sizereconstruction=size(reconstruction);
sizeolddata=size(cutanalyzeddata);
residualmatrix= (cutanalyzeddata-reconstruction(:,:,l))./cutanalyzeddata;
sumresidualrhos=sum(residualmatrix);
sumallrhos=sum(sumresidualrhos);
fitstatisticreconstruct=abs(sumallrhos);
%4.2 Instead,use as the statistic the slope of the usp
derivof usp=diff(mu s_prime);
negs=find(derivofusp < 0);
sizenegs=size(negs);
sizederiv=size(deriv of usp);
fractionnegs= (max(sizenegs) ) /(max(sizederiv));
Thigher the better, so if we want low better, invert
invfrac=l/fractionnegs;
fitstatistic=invfrac;
%4.5 put statistic, parameters, and answers into data table
datatable(:,l,loop)=fit_statistic;
datatable(:,2,loop)=pstart vector(:,n);
datatable(:,3,loop)=toplinevector(:,r);
datatable(:,4,loop)=bottomlinevector(:,s);
datatable(:,5,loop)=usp guess_vector(:,p);
datatable (:,6,loop)=uaguessvector(:,q);
datatable(:,7,loop)=constantvector(:,t);
datatable(:,8,loop)=answers(:,1);
datatable(:,9,loop)=answers(:,2);
datatable(:,10,loop)=fit statisticreconstruct;
datatable(1,11,loop)=finalstatistic;
datatable(1,12,loop)=lowerlimit(l,w);
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datatable(1,13,loop)=upperlimit(1,z);
%4.6 end iterations!
loop = loop+1
%note what loop we are on
msgbox(num2str(loop),'loop','replace')
pause(1)
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
%5. pick lowest residual
minres=min(datatable(1,11,:));
bestpageprelim=find(datatable(1,
sizebest=size(bestpageprelim);
if sizebest==[l 11
bestpage=bestpageprelim;
else
ll,:)==minres);
bestpage=bestpageprelim(1,1);
end
%5.5 now using these parameters, fit all wavelengths, not just -100
p_initial=datatable(1,2,bestpage);
topline=datatable(1,3,bestpage);
bottomline=datatable(1,4,bestpage);
if topline >= bottomline
julie=2;
elseif topline < bottomline
%create appropriate rho vector
p_end=p_initial+(pstep* (numberrhos-1));
pwhole = [p initial : pstep : p end];
%cut data
p_cut=pwhole(:,topline:bottomline);
cutanalyzeddata=analyzeddata(:,topline:bottomline);
size cutanalyzeddata=size(cutanalyzeddata);
%scale data
scalingconstant=datatable(1,7,bestpage);
scaleddata=scalingconstant*cutanalyzeddata;
%find guesses
mu a guess=datatable(1,6,bestpage);
mus-prime-guess=datatable (1,5,bestpage);
%first, get the starting point for the answer -- xO
xO=[mu_a-guess mu s_primeguess];
sizescaleddata=size(scaleddata);
%assess the dimensions of this matrix
rows=sizescaleddata(l);
columns=sizescaleddata(2);
%create a matrix to put the answers in:
answers=zeros(rows-1,2);
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%note that we are on final fit
msgbox('final fitting in progress','loop', 'replace')
pause(1)
%next,get the rows of the matrix, which is the ydata
for m = 1:rows
ydata=scaleddata(m,:);
if m==l
result=lsqcurvefit('fittingdiffeqreflalbedo',xO,pcut,ydata);
else
%do the actual computation, forcing the results to be positive
result=lsqcurvef it ( 'fittingdiffeqreflalbedo' ,x0,p_cut,ydata, [0 .9991*answers (m-
1,2)],[3 1.0001*answers(m-1,2)]);
end
'put the results into a
answers(m,:)=result;
end
end
%6. lastly, fit ua and us' to what we think is in there and come up with
concentrations
%6.1 create all the basis vectors for what this could be
%calibration for theory:
calibsim=[300:(1000-300)/350:1000];
%create beads data
%basically, I have the data scaled to 0.2% beads:
xOp2beads=[351 elements];
%expand
expandedxOp2beads=interpl(calibsim,xOp2beads,calib, 'spline');
%now we just need to change the scaling
%create absorption data
%these are the extinction coefficients for hb and hbo2 from 300-1000 nm C elements),
(1/(cm*M) )units
ehb_300_1knm =[351 elements]
%expand
expandedehb_300_lknm =interpl(calibsim,ehb_300_1knm,calib, 'spline');
%next
ehbo2_300_1knm = [351 elements];
lexpand
expandedehbo2_300_1knm =interpl (calibsim,ehbo2_300_lknm,calib, 'spline');
%this is the ua for water for 300-1000 nm (1/cm units), elements
ua h2o_300_1knm =[351 elements];
%expand
expandeduah2o_300_1knm =interpl(calibsim,uah2o_300_1knm,calib,'spline');
expandeduah2o_300_lknmprime=expandeduah2o_300_lknm';
%now find the appropriate constants
%mu_s_prime = (percentbeadsvol/0.2)*expandedxOp2beads;
beadsbasis=expandedxOp2beads/0.2;
%mu a = (2.303/66500)*(expandedehb_300_lknm*hb + expandedehbo2_300_lknm*conchbo2) +
(w*expandeduah2o_300_lknm);
guess=0.65;
beadfcn=inline('x(l)*xdata', 'x','xdata');
percentbeadsvol=lsqcurvef it (beadfcn,guess,beadsbasis',answers (: ,2));
absfcn=inline('x(1)*(2.303/66500)*xdata','x','xdata');
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guess2= 0.085 ;
hbo2conc=lsqcurvef it (absfcn,guess2,expandedehbo2_300_lknm', (answers(:,1)-
expandeduah2o_300_lknmprime));
theorymusp=(percentbeadsvol/0.2)*expandedxOp2beads;
theorymua=(2.303/66500)*(expandedehbo2_300_lknm*hbo2conc) + (expandeduah2o_300_lknm);
%6.9 Reconstruct reflectance data
mu-a=answers(:,l);
mu_s_prime=answers(:,2);
% Create a 3-D matrix to put the reflectance curves in. The first page is
% the data -- rows represent wavelength and columns different rhos. The
% second page is to dump the p's in so a person can identify which column
% corresponds to which p (rho).
sizeus = size(mus_prime);
sizep = size(pcut);
rows = max(sizeus);
cols = max(sizep);
reconstruction = zeros (rows, cols, 2);
% we increment a 'for' loop for each element in the rho (p) vector
for i = 1:cols
% define parts of the diffusion equation
Reff=0.43;
D=1./(3.*(mua + mu_s_prime));
zO=l./(mu-s_prime + mua);
zb=2.*D.*(l+Reff)./(1-Reff);
rl=sqrt(z0.^2 + (p_cut(1,i))^2);
r2=sqrt((z0+2.*zb).^2 + (p_cut(l,i))^2);
mu_eff=sqrt(3.*mu_a .*(mua + mu-s prime));
albedo=mu_s_prime./(mua + mu-s-prime);
%do computation
reflectance=(albedo/(4*pi)).*(zO.*(mueff+(l./rl)).*(l./(rl.^2)).*exp(-
mu-eff.*rl)+(z0+2.*zb).*(mu-eff+(1./r2)).*(1./(r2.^2)).*exp(-mu-eff.*r2));
%place the answer in the appropriate column of matrix first page
reconstruction(:,i,l) = reflectance;
%place rho in the appropriate column in the second page of matrix
reconstruction(l,i,2) = p_cut(l,i);
end
%7. show ua and usp, and print out relevant information
best_p initial=datatable(1,2,bestpage)
startingline=datatable(1,3,bestpage);
endingline=datatable(1,4,bestpage);
lines=[startingline:endingline]
us primeguess=datatable(1,5,bestpage)
ua guess=datatable(1,6,bestpage)
constant=datatable(1,7,bestpage)
bestfitpercent beadsbyvol=percentbeadsvol
best fit hbo2_conc=hbo2conc
bestlowerlimit=datatable(1,12,bestpage)
bestupperlimit=datatable(1,13,bestpage)
figure
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plot(calib,theorymua, 'g')
hold
plot(calib,answers(:,l))
axis([min(calib) max(calib) 0 1])
axis 'auto y'
legend ('theory','derived')
title(['u a theory and derived, HbO2 conc =',num2str(hbo2conc),' g/L '])
xlabel('wavelength (nm) ')
ylabel('u_a (1/cm) ')
figure
plot(calib,theorymusp,'g')
hold
plot(calib,answers(:,2))
axis([min(calib) max(calib) 0 1])
axis 'auto y'
legend('theory','derived')
title(['u_s" theory and derived, ',num2str(percentbeadsvol),' percent beads by vol'])
xlabel('wavelength (nm) ')
ylabel('u_s" (1/cm)')
%plot reconstruction and original reflectance data
figure
plot (calib, scalingconstant*cutanalyzeddata, 'im')
hold
plot(calib, reconstruction(:,:,l),'b')
axis([min(calib) max(calib) 0 1])
axis 'auto y'
legend([num2str(p-cut)])
title('original (purple) and reconstructed (blue) reflectance data ')
xlabel('wavelength (nm)')
ylabel('reflectance')
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